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VERIFIED COMPLAINT

Plaintiff Joint Stock Company Commercial Bank PrivatBank (“PrivatBank”),
by and through its undersigned attorneys, brings this action against Defendants Igor
Valeryevich Kolomoisky, Gennadiy Borisovich Bogolyubov, Mordechai Korf,
Chaim Schochet, Uriel Tzvi Laber, Chemstar Products, LLC, Georgian American
Alloys, Inc., Optima Acquisitions, LLC, Steel Rolling Holdings, Inc., Optima
Group, LLC, Optima Ventures, LLC, Optima 55 Public Square, LLC, Optima One
Cleveland Center, LLC, Optima 1375, LLC, Optima 1375 II, LLC, Optima 1300,
LLC, Optima 777, LLC, Optima Stemmons, LLC, Optima 7171, LLC, Optima 500,
LLC, Optima 925, LLC, Warren Steel Holdings, LLC, Optima International of
Miami, Inc., Felman Trading, Inc., and Veroni Alloys LLC (collectively,
“Defendants”) for hundreds of millions of dollars of damages arising in connection
with claims for alter ego liability and piercing the corporate veil, for unjust
enrichment, for fraudulent transfer under state laws (including Delaware and Ohio),
for violations of Ohio’s RICO statute, and for civil conspiracy.
NATURE OF ACTION
1.

This case arises out of a series of brazen fraudulent schemes

orchestrated by Ukrainian oligarchs and Defendants Igor Valeryevich Kolomoisky
and Gennadiy Borisovich Bogolyubov (together, the Ultimate Beneficial Owners or
the “UBOs”) and their agents in the United States and abroad, to acquire hundreds
of millions of dollars-worth of U.S. assets through the laundering and
2

misappropriation of corporate loan proceeds issued by PrivatBank (the “Optima
Schemes”). As reported as recently as April 7, 2019, the FBI is investigating
Defendant Kolomoisky regarding financial crimes, including money laundering into
the United States.1
2.

From at least 2006 through December 2016, the UBOs were the

majority and controlling stockholders of PrivatBank, one of Ukraine’s largest
privately-held commercial banks.

During that time period, the UBOs used

PrivatBank as their own personal piggy bank—ultimately stealing billions of dollars
from PrivatBank and using United States entities to launder hundreds of millions of
dollars’ worth of PrivatBank’s misappropriated loan proceeds into the United States
to enrich themselves and their co-conspirators.
3.

Through the Optima Schemes, the UBOs exploited their positions of

power and trust at PrivatBank to cause PrivatBank to issue hundreds of millions of
dollars’ worth of illegitimate, inadequately-secured loans to corporate entities also
owned and/or controlled by the UBOs and/or their affiliates (the “Optima Scheme
Loans”).2

To facilitate and fraudulently conceal the Optima Schemes from

1

See https://www.thedailybeast.com/billionaire-ukrainian-oligarch-ihorkolomoisky-under-investigation-by-fbi (last accessed April 11, 2019).
2

This action seeks to redress harm from the loans utilized in the Optima
Schemes, which funded the acquisition of the US assets as alleged herein. These
claims are different from the fraudulent loans which are the subject of other
proceedings brought by the Claimant in England (Claim No. BL-2017-000665) (“the
3

discovery, the UBOs created and utilized a secretive business unit within
PrivatBank’s operations (the “Shadow Bank”) to fund the fraudulent loans and
launder those loan proceeds through a sophisticated money laundering process.
4.

The stated purpose for each loan involved in the Optima Schemes was

typically for financing the activities of the ostensible corporate borrower. The
Optima Scheme Loans, however, were sham arrangements and the proceeds were
not in fact used for that purpose. Instead, sometimes within minutes of being
disbursed, the loan proceeds were cycled through dozens of UBO-controlled or
affiliated bank accounts at PrivatBank’s Cyprus branch (“PrivatBank Cyprus”)
before being disbursed to one of multiple Delaware limited liability companies or
corporations (or other United States-based entities), all of which were also owned
and/or controlled by the UBOs. The misappropriated loan proceeds laundered into
the United States were ultimately used to acquire and support various United States
businesses and commercial real estate in Cleveland, Ohio, Dallas, Texas, and
elsewhere—all for the benefit and under the control of the UBOs.
5.

While the UBOs pilfered the funds for the Optima Schemes from

PrivatBank, they also directly oversaw and controlled the money laundering efforts

English Proceedings”). There is accordingly no duplication between the claims
advanced in this Complaint and those pursued in the English Proceedings.
PrivatBank is pursuing different claims in different jurisdictions in respect of
different frauds and losses it has suffered.
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in the United States. In Delaware, Ohio and throughout the United States, a network
of co-conspirators and affiliated companies knowingly and materially assisted the
UBOs in laundering and misappropriating the PrivatBank loan proceeds in the
United States.

Within the United States, the UBOs’ Optima Schemes had a

particularly profound impact in Delaware (where many of the UBOs’ United States
entities were incorporated or organized for the purposes of facilitating the fraud) and
in Ohio (where the UBOs used their Delaware entities to acquire hundreds of
millions of dollars’ worth of commercial real estate). The Optima Schemes were so
pervasive that the UBOs—through various Delaware entities owned and controlled
by the UBOs—became the largest commercial real estate holders in Cleveland,
Ohio. Moreover, the UBOs also funneled hundreds of millions of dollars of
misappropriated loan proceeds into the United States to acquire strategically
important steel and ferroalloy production facilities located in Warren, Ohio, Detroit,
Michigan, New Haven, West Virginia, and Calvert City, Kentucky, among other
places.
6.

This action seeks to redress the hundreds of millions of dollars in losses

that the UBOs, their various Delaware- and United States-based companies, and
their United States-based agents Mordechai Korf, Uriel Laber, and Chaim Schochet
caused PrivatBank through the Optima Schemes. Each of the Defendants was
unjustly enriched, engaged in fraudulent transfers, committed racketeering activities
5

in violation of Ohio State law, and engaged in a civil conspiracy. They are liable to
PrivatBank for hundreds of millions of dollars in losses.3
PARTIES
I.

PLAINTIFF PRIVATBANK
7.

Plaintiff PrivatBank is one of the largest commercial banks in Ukraine

with headquarters in Dnipro, south-east Ukraine. In March 1992, PrivatBank was
incorporated by the UBOs and former Vice Prime Minister of Ukraine, Serhiy
Tihipko, as a limited liability company under the laws of Ukraine. From at least
2006 through December 2016, PrivatBank was controlled and majority owned by
the UBOs.

In December 2016, however, the Ukrainian State was forced to

nationalize PrivatBank as a result of the UBOs’ illicit conduct, including the Optima
Schemes, and to inject the equivalent of more than $5.5 billion in funds into the bank
to avoid its collapse. In June 2018, PrivatBank reverted to being a private jointstock company and changed its name to Joint-Stock Company Commercial Bank
“PrivatBank.”
II.

THE INDIVIDUAL DEFENDANTS
8.

Defendant Igor Valeryevich Kolomoisky (“Kolomoisky”) is a

billionaire businessman and ‘oligarch’ who was born in Ukraine and is reputed to

3

As set out above, the claim made in this Complaint is concerned with the
losses arising from the Optima Schemes and the Optima Scheme Loans.
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hold Ukrainian, Israeli, and Cypriot citizenship, as well as Swiss residence.
Kolomoisky lived for several years in Geneva, Switzerland, before reportedly
fleeing Switzerland for Israel in late 2018 due to his fear of an ongoing FBI/DOJ
investigation into his activities (believing that he would be safer there from the reach
of the United States Government). Kolomoisky is now reported to have made a
return to Ukraine for the first time in several years,4 a decision which is believed to
be linked to the recent victory in the Ukrainian presidential election of the television
star and comedian Mr. Volodymyr Zelenskiy, behind whom Kolomoisky is widely
reported as being the principal power and financial backer.5 Press reports speculate
that there is a deal between Mr. Kolomoisky and Mr. Zelenskiy: in exchange for
Kolomoisky’s support, Mr. Zelenskiy will ensure the return of PrivatBank to the
ownership of Mr. Kolomoisky in order to circumvent any pending or threatened
litigation against Kolomoisky.6

4

https://www.occrp.org/en/27-ccwatch/cc-watch-briefs/9757-president-soligarch-friend-suspected-of-theft-returns-to-ukraine.
5

See, e.g., Matthias Williams and Natalia Zinets, Comedian faces scrutiny
over oligarch ties in Ukraine presidential race, Reuters (April 1, 2019),
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-ukraine-election-zelenskiy-oligarch/comedianfaces-scrutiny-over-oligarch-ties-in-ukraine-presidential-raceidUSKCN1RD30L?feedType=RSS&feedName=topNews.
6

See Luck Fitzgeorge-Parker, The battle for PrivatBank: part two,
Euromoney
(Feb.
20,
2019),
https://www.euromoney.com/article/b1d6xgg73xntrm/the-battle-for-privatbankpart-two; see also Dominik Istrate, Ukrainian presidential candidates accuse each
7

9.

Despite his period of absence from Ukraine, Kolomoisky continues to

own and control very substantial business interests in Ukraine and exercises great
influence and control in Ukraine.7
10.

Defendant Gennadiy Borisovich Bogolyubov (“Bogolyubov”) is a

billionaire businessman and ‘oligarch’ who was born in Ukraine and is reputed to
hold Ukrainian, Israeli, and Cypriot citizenships. As with Mr. Kolomoisky, Mr.
Bogolyubov also has Swiss residence, but also reportedly fled from Switzerland to
Israel in late 2018 for fear of an ongoing FBI/DOJ investigation. Bogolyubov is also
reported to have made a return to Ukraine “just days before Kolomoisky.”8

other of illegal financing, Emerging Europe (March 21, 2019), https://emergingeurope.com/news/ukrainian-presidential-candidates-accuse-each-other-of-illegalfinancing/.
7
The UBOs are well-known throughout the region and in international press
for their willingness to resort to violence to achieve their desired ends, earning them
the moniker, the “Raiders.” Reports indicate that the UBOs have used “quasimilitary forces” to effect violent seizures of their opponents’ assets. In one instance,
the UBOs are alleged to have employed an “army of thugs” to descend upon a
competitor’s plant with baseball bats, gas, rubber pistols, iron bars, and chainsaws.
Credible news sources also report that the UBOs, in more than one instance, have
acquired minority stakes in a company and then used strong-arm tactics to replace
the remaining directors with individuals loyal to PrivatGroup (i.e., the UBOs’
massive, amorphous non-public global holding syndicate that they use to own or
control billions of dollars’ worth of corporate entities in the United States, Europe,
Ukraine, Russia, and elsewhere). Indeed, this improper conduct caused an English
judge to comment that Defendant Kolomoisky has a reputation of having taken over
a rival Ukrainian company “at gunpoint.”
8
https://en.hromadske.ua/posts/privat-empire-what-does-oligarch-ihorkolomoisky-own-in-ukraine.
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11.

From at least 2006 through December 2016, Kolomoisky and

Bogolyubov were, directly and indirectly, the majority and controlling stockholders
of PrivatBank and sat on and effectively controlled (at least until April 2015)
PrivatBank’s Supervisory Board—the Board that was a key decision-making
instrument in respect of the issuance of new loans by the bank and approved of the
corporate loans utilized in the Optima Schemes. In addition, as set forth herein,
Kolomoisky and Bogolyubov (either individually or together) own and/or control
various entities involved in the Optima Schemes.
12.

Defendant Mordechai Korf (“Korf”) is an individual who resides in

Miami, Florida. Over the last decade, he has worked closely with, and at the
direction of, the UBOs. Korf jointly owns various United States entities with the
UBOs, including Defendants Optima Acquisitions, LLC; Optima Ventures, LLC;
and Optima International of Miami, Inc. Mr. Korf is also the Registered Agent and
Partner for Optima International of Miami, Inc.
13.

In addition, Korf currently is, or at one time was, a director, manager,

partner, registered agent, and/or officer of the following entities owned and/or
controlled by the UBOs: Optima Specialty Steel, Inc.; Felman Trading, Inc.; Felman
Production, Inc.; Georgian American Alloys, Inc.; Optima Ventures; Optima
Acquisitions; Optima Stemmons, LLC; Optima International; Niagara LaSalle,

9

Corp.; Kentucky Electric Steel; Warren Steel Holdings, LLC; CC Metals and Alloys,
LLC; and Optima Fixed Income, LLC.
14.

Korf also currently is, or at one time was, the manager, director,

organizer, and/or president of the Delaware entities that hold (or held) the UBOs’
commercial properties in Cleveland, Ohio and Dallas, Texas, including Optima
1375, LLC; Optima 1375 II, LLC; Optima One Cleveland Center, LLC; Optima 55
Public Square, LLC; Optima 1300, LLC; Optima Stemmons, LLC; Optima 7171,
LLC; Optima 500, LLC; and Optima 925, LLC.
15.

With respect to those Delaware entities, Korf solicited and received

instruction directly from the UBOs in carrying out both strategic and routine
business decisions.
16.

Also, Korf is (and has been for many years) a stockholder of AS

PrivatBank in Latvia (“AS PrivatBank”),9 which was a key money laundering and

9

See, e.g., AS PrivatBank’s Annual Report and Consolidated Annual Report
for
Year
2016,
available
at
https://www.privatbank.lv/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/PB_2016_EN.pdf (identifying “Korf Mordechai”, of the
USA, as a shareholder of AS PrivatBank as of December 31, 2016); see also AS
PrivatBank’s Annual Report and Consolidated Annual Report for Year 2015,
available
at
https://www.privatbank.lv/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/PB_2015_ENG.pdf (identifying “Korf Mordechai
Yehudah” of the USA, as a shareholder of AS PrivatBank as of December 31, 2015);
see also AS PrivatBank’s Annual Report and Consolidated Annual Report for Year
2014,
available
at
https://www.privatbank.lv/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/Gada_parskats_2014_ENG.pdf
(identifying
“Korf
Mordechai Yehudah”, of the USA, as a shareholder of AS PrivatBank as of
December 31, 2014).
10

fraud center for the UBOs during their period of ownership and control over
PrivatBank.
17.

Defendant Chaim Schochet (“Schochet”) is an individual who resides

in Miami, Florida. Schochet is Korf’s brother-in-law. Schochet reports to Korf and
the UBOs, manages Defendant Optima Ventures LLC, and has been the UBOs’ front
man in the Optima Schemes’ purchase and management of commercial real estate
in Cleveland, Ohio and throughout the United States.
18.

Since at least 2008, Schochet directly oversaw and executed each of the

UBOs’ acquisitions of real estate in Cleveland, Ohio—which was funded (in whole
or in part) by the laundered and misappropriated loan proceeds from PrivatBank
through the Optima Schemes. In 2012, a popular Cleveland newspaper published
an article titled “The most important guy you’ve never heard of: Chaim Schochet,
25, builds downtown Cleveland empire” highlighting Schochet’s central role in the
Cleveland acquisitions.10

The article reported that, while Schochet “was

circumspect about discussing how the company is structured or who the major
investors are,” he remained “one of downtown’s largest landlords, an investment
executive responsible for roughly 2.8 million square feet of office space owned by

10

https://www.cleveland.com/business/2012/02/the_most_important_guy_youve_n.h
tml
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U.S. investors and principals of a Ukrainian business conglomerate [i.e., the UBOs’
PrivatGroup].”11
19.

Defendant Uriel Tzvi Laber (“Laber”) is an individual who resides in

Miami, Florida. Laber jointly owns various United States entities with the UBOs
and/or Korf, including Defendants Optima Group, LLC, Optima International of
Miami, Inc, and Optima Ventures, LLC. He founded Optima International of
Miami, Inc. with Korf in 1995.
20.

Laber currently is, or at one time was, a director, manager, partner,

and/or officer of the following entities owned and/or controlled by the UBOs:
Optima International of Miami, Inc., Optima Acquisitions, Inc.; Georgian American
Alloys, Inc., Optima Specialty Steel Inc., and Niagara LaSalle Corp. He also is, or
at one time was, a member of the Board of Directors and/or Supervisory Board of

11

The article further explains that:

(i) Within the United States, the UBOs “focused on steel and raw materials.
Through various companies, Optima International controls businesses including
Warren Steel Holdings, a casting mill northwest of Youngstown; Felman
Production Inc., a West Virginia plant that produces additives to purify steel; and
manufacturing facilities spread from New York to Texas.”
(ii) “In 2007, the investors launched Optima Ventures to diversify into U.S.
commercial real estate, though the group recently put money into a daily-deal
website called 1SaleADay.”
12

PJSC Ukrnafta, the Ukrainian oil and natural gas extracting company in which the
UBOs hold a minority interest.
21.

Kolomoisky, Bogolyubov, Korf, Schochet, and Laber are collectively

referred to herein as the “Individual Defendants.”
22.

On information and belief, in exchange for their participation in the

Optima Schemes, Korf, Schochet, and Laber were richly rewarded and granted
ownership interests in various entities owned and/or controlled by the UBOs. On
information and belief, by virtue of their leadership roles in the Optima Schemes,
Korf, Schochet, and Laber received substantial financial remuneration which they
used to acquire millions of dollars’ worth of property in Miami, Florida.
III.

THE DEFENDANT DELAWARE ENTITIES
23.

Defendant Chemstar Products LLC (“Chemstar Products”) is a limited

liability Company organized under the laws of Delaware on October 1, 2003 and
used in the Optima Schemes to, among other things, launder money. According to
account opening documentation held at the bank, Defendant Bogolyubov is the
ultimate beneficial owner of Chemstar Products. Chemstar Products maintained an
account at PrivatBank Cyprus which was repeatedly used in the Optima Schemes,
including to launder money.
24.

Defendant Georgian American Alloys, Inc. (“Georgian American

Alloys”) is a Delaware corporation organized under the laws of Delaware on
13

February 14, 2012 and has participated in the Optima Schemes, including to launder
money. Georgian American Alloys is directly or indirectly owned by, among others,
the UBOs, Korf, and Laber. Georgian American Alloys in turn wholly owns: (i)
non-party CC Metals and Alloys LLC (“CC Metals”), a Delaware limited liability
company with a high-grade ferrosilicon plant in Calvert City, Kentucky; (ii) nonparty Felman Production, LLC (“Felman Production”), a Delaware limited liability
company with a ferrosilicomanganese plant in New Haven, West Virginia; and (iii)
Defendant Felman Trading, Inc., a New Jersey corporation and global supplier of
manganese and silicon ferroalloys with warehouses in Alabama, Arkansas,
California, Florida, Illinois, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri,
Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia,
Washington, West Virginia, and other places outside of the United States.
25.

Defendant Optima Acquisitions, LLC (“Optima Acquisitions”) is a

limited liability company organized under the laws of Delaware on June 25, 2008 to
participate in the Optima Schemes, including to launder money. Upon information
and belief, Optima Acquisitions is owned in thirds by the UBOs and Korf. Optima
Acquisitions was the primary vehicle used by the UBOs and Korf to acquire United
States metallurgical assets with the misappropriated loan proceeds.

Optima

Acquisitions used misappropriated funds to acquire non-party Optima Specialty
Steel, Inc. (“Optima Specialty”) and Steel Rolling Holdings, Inc., which became
14

wholly-owned subsidiaries of Optima Acquisitions, alongside non-party KES
Acquisition Company, d/b/a Kentucky Electric, a steel mill located in Ashland,
Kentucky.
26.

Defendant Steel Rolling Holdings, Inc. (“Steel Rolling”) is a

corporation organized under the laws of Delaware on May 22, 2006 and has
participated in the Optima Schemes, including to launder money. On May 25, 2006,
Steel Rolling acquired the 600,000-square-foot Detroit Cold Rolling Facility, in
Gibraltar, Michigan, for $20 million and operated the plant from 2009 until March
2015, when it sold the plant to non-party Ferragon Steel Rolling for an undisclosed
sum.
27.

Defendant Optima Group, LLC (“Optima Group”) is a limited liability

company organized under the laws of Delaware on August 8, 2008 to participate in
the Optima Schemes, including to launder money. It is an affiliate of Optima
Ventures LLC and Optima Acquisitions. Optima Group is owned directly or
indirectly by the UBOs, Korf, and Laber.
28.

Defendant Optima Ventures LLC (“Optima Ventures”) is a limited

liability company organized under the laws of Delaware on January 1, 2008 to
participate in the Optima Schemes, including to launder money. Optima Ventures
was the primary vehicle through which the UBOs acquired commercial real estate
in the United States with the misappropriated loan proceeds. Optima Ventures is
15

owned in thirds by the UBOs and Korf, and managed on a day-to-day basis by
Schochet. Optima Ventures became the largest holder of commercial real estate in
Cleveland, Ohio through various affiliated Delaware entities.
29.

Defendant Optima 55 Public Square, LLC (“Optima 55 Public Square”)

is a limited liability company organized under the laws of Delaware on April 29,
2008 to participate in the Optima Schemes, including to launder money. In 2017,
Korf executed a mortgage on behalf of Optima 55 Public Square, as the “Manager
of Optima Ventures, LLC.” Optima Ventures was identified as a “Member of
Optima 55 Public Square LLC.” The UBOs used Optima 55 Public Square to
acquire the building at 55 Public Square in Cleveland, Ohio.
30.

Defendant Optima One Cleveland Center, LLC (“Optima One”) is a

limited liability company organized under the laws of Delaware on April 29, 2008
to participate in the Optima Schemes, including to launder money. The UBOs used
Optima One to originally acquire the One Cleveland Center building.
31.

Defendant Optima 1375, LLC (“Optima 1375”) is a limited liability

company organized under the laws of Delaware on July 26, 2010 to participate in
the Optima Schemes, including to launder money. In 2010, Korf executed a
mortgage on behalf of Optima 1375, as the “Manager” of Optima Ventures. Optima
Ventures was identified as the “Manager” of Optima 1375. In 2010, Optima 1375
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received ownership of One Cleveland Center from Optima One Cleveland Center,
LLC without adequate consideration.
32.

Defendant Optima 1375 II, LLC (“Optima 1375 II”) is a limited

liability company organized under the laws of Delaware on September 7, 2017 to
receive ownership of One Cleveland Center from Optima 1375. In 2017, Korf
executed a mortgage as the “Manager” of Optima 1375 II.
33.

Defendant Optima 1300, LLC (“Optima 1300”) is a limited liability

company organized under the laws of Delaware on July 21, 2010 to participate in
the Optima Schemes, including to launder money. In 2010, Korf executed a
mortgage on behalf of Optima 1300, as the “Manager” of Optima Ventures. Optima
Ventures was identified as the “Manager” of Optima 1300. The UBOs used Optima
1300 to acquire the AECOM Building (formerly known as the Penton Media
Building) in Cleveland, Ohio.
34.

Defendant Optima 777, LLC (“Optima 777”) is a limited liability

company organized under the laws of Delaware on June 3, 2011 to participate in the
Optima Schemes, including to launder money. The UBOs used Optima 777 to
acquire an ownership stake in the Crowne Plaza Hotel (now known as the Westin
Hotel) in Cleveland, Ohio.
35.

Defendant Optima Stemmons, LLC (“Optima Stemmons”) is a limited

liability company organized under the laws of Delaware on May 14, 2008 to
17

participate in the Optima Schemes, including to launder money. In 2017, Korf
executed a deed of trust on behalf of Optima Stemmons, as the “Manager of Optima
Ventures, LLC.” Optima Ventures was identified as the “Manager of Optima
Stemmons, LLC.” The UBOs used Optima Stemmons to acquire the Stemmons
Tower building at 8777 North Stemmons Freeway in Dallas, Texas.
36.

Defendant Optima 7171, LLC (“Optima 7171”) is a limited liability

company organized under the laws of Delaware on November 10, 2010 to participate
in the Optima Schemes, including to launder money. The UBOs used Optima 7171
to acquire the former CompuCom System Headquarters and adjoining vacant lot
located at 7505 Forest Lane in Dallas, Texas 75230.
37.

Defendant Optima 500, LLC (“Optima 500”) is a limited liability

company organized under the laws of Delaware on November 10, 2010 to participate
in the Optima Schemes, including to launder money. The sole member of Optima
500 is Optima Ventures. The UBOs used Optima 500 to acquire the PNC Plaza
Building at 500 West Jefferson Street in Louisville, Kentucky.
38.

Defendant Optima 925, LLC (“Optima 925”) is a limited liability

company organized under the laws of Delaware on May 14, 2010 to participate in
the Optima Schemes, including to launder money. The UBOs used Optima 925 to
acquire the Huntington Building at 925 Euclid Avenue in Cleveland, Ohio.
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39.

Defendant Warren Steel Holdings, LLC (“Warren Steel”) is a limited

liability company organized under the laws of Delaware on November 19, 2001 and
has participated in the Optima Schemes, including to launder money. Warren Steel
is owned directly or indirectly by the UBOs and a third individual. Kolomoisky and
Bogolyubov hold their interests in Warren Steel through a BVI entity called Halliwel
Assets, Inc. and a Jersey, Channel Islands trust called Marigold Trust Asset
Management, respectively. Warren Steel ran a steel mill in Warren, Ohio.
40.

The above Defendant Delaware entities are collectively referred to

herein as the “Defendant Delaware Entities.” Each of the Defendant Delaware
Entities was established, acquired, or specifically utilized by the UBOs, or
individuals working under their direction, for the specific purpose of participating in
the Optima Schemes, including to unlawfully misappropriate and launder loan
proceeds. Many of the Defendant Delaware Entities share the same registered
agent.12 Throughout the relevant time period, each of the Defendant Delaware

12

Warren Steel, Steel Rolling Holdings, Optima Acquisitions, Optima
Group, and Georgian American Alloys all share the same registered agent—
Corporate Creations Network Inc. Chemstar Products’ registered agent is
Worldwide Incorporators Ltd., which is located at the same address and in the same
suite as Corporate Creations Network Inc.—3411 Silverside Road Tatnall Building,
Ste 104, Wilmington, DE 19810. Cogency Global Inc. is the registered agent of
Optima Ventures, Optima 55 Public Square, Optima One Cleveland Center, Optima
Stemmons, Optima 1375, Optima 7171, Optima 500 and Optima 925. Optima 777’s
registered agent is The Corporation Trust Company, and Optima 1375 II’s registered
agent is Vcorp Services Ltd.
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Entities was ultimately owned and/or controlled by the UBOs, and individuals
operating in the United States were acting as agents for the UBOs and/or were under
the complete control and direction of the UBOs, who exercised such control and
direction to effectuate and further the Optima Schemes.
41.

Defendants Optima Ventures, Optima 55 Public Square, Optima One,

Optima 1375, Optima 1375 II, Optima 1300, Optima 777, Optima 925, and Warren
Steel are collectively referred to herein as the “Ohio RICO Entities.”
IV.

THE DEFENDANT NON-DELAWARE ENTITIES
42.

Defendant

Optima

International

of

Miami,

Inc.

(“Optima

International”) is a Florida limited liability company and is purportedly affiliated
with Optima Ventures. It is owned by Korf and Laber, but, upon information and
belief, is effectively controlled by the UBOs. The UBOs and Korf used Optima
International to acquire the former Motorola Campus in Harvard, Illinois as well as
to misappropriate and launder millions of dollars in the Optima Schemes. Optima
International worked closely with Optima Acquisition, Georgian American Alloys
and other Delaware entities—all of which were ultimately owned and controlled by
the UBOs and under the day-to-day management of Korf—to effectuate and
coordinate the Optima Schemes, including to launder money in the United States.
43.

Defendant Felman Trading, Inc. is a New Jersey corporation and a

wholly owned subsidiary of Defendant Georgian American Alloys, a Delaware
20

corporation. It is the sole distributor of ferroalloys for Felman Production, CC
Metals, and Georgian Manganese LLC—each of which is also wholly owned by
Georgian American Alloys—and is ultimately owned and controlled by the UBOs
and under the day-to-day management of Korf.
44.

Defendant Veroni Alloys LLC (“Veroni Alloys”) is a limited liability

company organized under the laws of Oregon on September 30, 2003 and used to
participate in the Optima Schemes, including to launder money. Veroni Alloys is
ultimately owned and/or controlled by the UBOs. Veroni Alloys maintained an
account at PrivatBank Cyprus to launder money for the Optima Schemes. Veroni
Alloy’s PrivatBank Cyprus account was used to launder and misappropriate
PrivatBank’s funds that were ultimately disbursed to the Delaware Defendant
Entities.
45.

Optima International, Felman Trading, and Veroni Alloys are

collectively referred to herein as the “Defendant Non-Delaware Entities.”
46.

Kolomoisky, Bogolyubov, Korf, Laber, Schochet, the Defendant

Delaware Entities, and the Defendant Non-Delaware Entities are collectively
referred to herein as the “Optima Conspirators.” As alleged herein, the Optima
Conspirators engaged in a conspiracy to defraud PrivatBank by surreptitiously using
Delaware entities, among some others, to launder and misappropriate hundreds of
millions of dollars of PrivatBank’s corporate loan proceeds into the United States,
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including by using those funds to acquire hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of
real property and assets throughout the United States. The Optima Conspirators
knew or had reason to know that the acts in Delaware or the acts outside Delaware
would have an effect in Delaware because the Optima Schemes were structured to
specifically facilitate the illicit conduct through Delaware entities or through entities
that are wholly owned by or closely affiliated with the Delaware Entities.
Accordingly, the illicit conduct in Delaware, or the effect on Delaware, was a direct
and foreseeable result of each Optima Conspirator’s illicit conduct in furtherance of
the conspiracy because, among other things, the Optima Schemes were structured to
be facilitated through or into Delaware entities.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
47.

This Court has jurisdiction over this action because Plaintiff seeks

equitable relief as alleged herein.
48.

The Defendant Delaware Entities are subject to this Court’s jurisdiction

because each of the Defendant Delaware Entities was established under Delaware
law as a Delaware corporation or Delaware limited liability company.
49.

The Defendant Non-Delaware Entities are subject to this Court’s

jurisdiction pursuant to 10 Del. C. § 3104(c) and their participation in the conspiracy
described herein.
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50.

The Individual Defendants are subject to this Court’s jurisdiction

pursuant to 10 Del. C. § 3104(c) and their participation in the conspiracy described
herein.
51.

Venue is proper before this Court because the majority of Defendants

are organized under the laws of Delaware, all Defendants conspired specifically to
perpetuate the Optima Schemes by establishing and maintaining the Defendant
Delaware Entities, all Defendants conspired to ensure that the Defendant Delaware
Entities hold title to the majority of real property assets at issue in this action, and
because Plaintiff seeks relief under Delaware law.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
I.

THE UBOS AND PRIVATBANK
52.

PrivatBank is and has been at all relevant times one of the largest banks

in Ukraine and of systemic importance to the Ukrainian financial system and
economy since at least 2015. From at least 2006 through its nationalization in
December 2016, PrivatBank was majority owned and controlled by the UBOs.
53.

Throughout the duration of the Optima Schemes, the UBOs and their

associates controlled PrivatBank’s Supervisory Board, and thus controlled
PrivatBank’s significant decisions, including all significant corporate lending
decisions. Within PrivatBank, the UBOs’ reputation as ruthless and aggressive (and,
according to some, violent) businessmen compelled total loyalty to the UBOs. As a
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result, executives and employees of PrivatBank carried out the UBOs’ instructions,
even where such actions were plainly unlawful, contrary to PrivatBank’s internal
policies and interests, and/or undertaken solely for the benefit of the UBOs and/or
their affiliates.
II.

PRIVATBANK’S CORPORATE LOAN BOOK
54.

During the relevant time period, PrivatBank’s principal asset was its

corporate loan book. From 2006 to 2016, under the UBOs’ ownership and control,
PrivatBank’s corporate loan book realized an over 700% increase (in UAH terms)
from UAH 27 billion (USD 5.3 billion) in December 2006 to UAH 195 billion (USD
8.1 billion) on December 31, 2015 (the Bank’s financial year end). During the same
period, PrivatBank’s total liabilities relating to its customer accounts increased from
UAH 24 billion (USD 4.8 billion) to UAH 192 billion (USD 8 billion)—an eightfold increase in UAH terms.
55.

To fund this expansion (i.e., to be in a position to issue more and more

corporate loans), PrivatBank—under the direction and control of the UBOs—
predominately raised funds by public debt issuances and by attracting new deposits
domestically from both retail and corporate customers. PrivatBank attracted new
deposits by offering interest rates on its USD and Euro deposit accounts in Ukraine
that were considerably above the market average. Innocent Ukrainian citizens and
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businesses looking to protect their funds in a safe place at favorable deposit interest
rates deposited their money at PrivatBank.
56.

As it turned out, however, the overwhelming majority of the loans in

the vastly expanding corporate loan book were to entities owned, controlled, or
affiliated with the UBOs and used by them to facilitate massive, systematic, and
fraudulent loan misappropriation and loan recycling schemes, including those used
to facilitate the Optima Schemes.
III.

THE LOAN MISAPPROPRIATION AND MONEY LAUNDERING
SCHEMES
57.

As relevant here, the central pillar of the Optima Schemes was the use

of funds originated from PrivatBank’s corporate loan book (specifically from the
Optima Scheme Loans) to purchase assets and to finance business enterprises in the
United States for the benefit of the UBOs and their Optima Conspirators.
58.

Although incredibly complex in implementation, the basic design of the

Optima Schemes was as follows:
 Step 1—Funding Under False Pretenses: The UBOs, with the assistance of
the Shadow Bank (as described below), caused PrivatBank to fund hundreds
of millions of dollars’ worth of illegitimate corporate loans (the Optima
Scheme Loans) to entities that the UBOs own and/or control (“the UBOControlled

Loan

Borrowers”)

through

documentation.
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false

and

inaccurate

loan

 Step 2—Money Laundering: The UBOs, with the assistance of the Shadow
Bank and various other conspirators, deployed sophisticated money
laundering schemes to disguise the origin, nature, control, and destination of
billions of dollars of loan proceeds, including from the Optima Scheme Loans.
To do so, the funds were routed through the bank accounts of various UBOcontrolled and/or owned companies (generally offshore companies with no
proper business, operations or management) at PrivatBank Cyprus, generally
in a matter of minutes or hours through a sophisticated money laundering
process.
 Step 3—Misappropriation and Use: The UBOs, with direct assistance from
the Shadow Bank and the Optima Conspirators, ultimately transferred the
stolen funds through the money laundering process to the Optima
Conspirators—all owned and/or controlled or working at the behest of the
UBOs—to purchase commercial real estate and metallurgical assets in the
United States for the benefit of the UBOs and their co-conspirators.
 Step 4—Fraudulent Concealment/Loan Recycling:
fraudulently

conceal

the

Optima

Schemes

and

To sustain and
associated

loan

misappropriation transactions, the UBOs, again with assistance from the
Shadow Bank and other co-conspirators, devised and deployed a loan
recycling scheme similar to a Ponzi scheme. To give the appearance that the
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principal balance of the initial loans plus accrued interest were being paid
down by the UBO-Controlled Loan Borrowers, the UBOs would cause
PrivatBank Ukraine to issue new loans to new borrowers also owned,
controlled, and/or affiliated with the UBOs. The proceeds from the new
PrivatBank Ukraine loans were then laundered through various accounts at
PrivatBank Cyprus to disguise the origin of the funds (i.e., a new loan from
PrivatBank), and then used to purport to pay down the initial loans plus
accrued interest. On paper, this appeared to be a repayment, but in reality, it
was a sham and fraud, as PrivatBank was repaying itself and increasing its
outstanding liabilities in the process. This process was carried out over and
over again, over a period of many years, giving the appearance that
PrivatBank’s corporate loan book was performing when, in fact, new loans
were being continually issued to new UBO-controlled parties to “pay down”
the prior, existing loans. As a result, the size of the “hole” in PrivatBank’s
corporate loan book grew and grew, with each iteration of a loan plus interest
being “repaid” through the issuance of a new loan, which accrued interest
itself before being “repaid” through the issuance of yet a further new loan, and
so on.
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A.

Step 1—Funding Under False Pretenses: The UBOs And Shadow
Bank Cause PrivatBank To Fund The Illegitimate Loans In The
Optima Schemes

59.

The Shadow Bank was comprised of dozens of embedded senior-level

managers and other PrivatBank employees all of whom were loyal to, and working
under the direction of, the UBOs. The Shadow Bank’s purpose appears to have been
administering the related-party corporate loan portfolio, processing and moving
proceeds of hundreds of improper loans worth billions of dollars for the UBOs to
entities related to the UBOs, and fabricating supporting paperwork for the fraudulent
loans in order to avoid detection and to facilitate (among other things) the UBOs’
acquisition of hundreds of millions of dollars in American assets.
60.

One of the senior managers within the UBOs’ Shadow Bank was Timur

Novikov (“Novikov”), the UBOs’ trusted lieutenant and right-hand-man (frequently
referred to as the “Kolomoisky Treasurer”).

Novikov served as the Head of

PrivatBank’s Investment Business and as First Deputy Chairman of PrivatBank’s
Management Board from 2002 until December 2016. Novikov took direction
directly from the UBOs, approved a large number of documents essential to the
schemes, liaised with PrivatBank Cyprus, and acted as the UBOs’ mouthpiece in the
Shadow Bank. Like other members of the Shadow Bank, Novikov was dismissed
from PrivatBank upon nationalization. Others at the Shadow Bank who supported
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Novikov also held high-level management positions at PrivatBank, were close to the
UBOs, and avoided detection at PrivatBank by reporting directly to the UBOs.
61.

Under the Shadow Bank’s direction and the UBOs’ control, the UBOs

would cause PrivatBank Ukraine (or at times PrivatBank Cyprus) to issue new loans
to Ukrainian or offshore entities controlled, owned and/or affiliated with the UBOs.
Individuals within the Shadow Bank prepared credit files for each loan—rather than
being prepared by the purported borrowers—including loan applications falsely
identifying the purported purpose for each loan. Generally, the stated purpose was
for “general corporate financing” (i.e., working capital) of the loan recipient. The
loan recipient would establish a corporate account, usually at PrivatBank Cyprus.
62.

There was no indication in the loan application or credit file for the

Optima Scheme Loans that the loan proceeds would be used by the UBOs to acquire
assets and fund businesses with the Optima Conspirators in the United States. Yet
that is exactly what occurred. And although many of the loan documents indicated
that the loans would be collateralized, this was in fact illusory.
B.

Step 2: Money Laundering

63.

Once the UBOs caused PrivatBank Ukraine (or at times PrivatBank

Cyprus) to issue a new loan to the loan recipient, the Shadow Bank—under the
direction of the UBOs—then commenced Step 2 of the Optima Schemes. Step 2
consisted of complex money laundering transactions whereby the UBOs used a
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highly sophisticated process and a web of UBO-controlled, owned and/or affiliated
money laundering entities (the “Laundering Entities”) to funnel the loan proceeds
from Step 1 through various bank accounts held at PrivatBank Cyprus (the
“Laundering Accounts”). By deploying this process, the UBOs were able to disguise
the origin, nature, control, and ultimate destination of those proceeds.
64.

The UBOs and their operatives within the Shadow Bank (who also

controlled the management and operations of PrivatBank Cyprus) used PrivatBank
Cyprus to, among other things, conceal the activities from the Ukrainian banking
regulator (NBU) during periodic inspections of PrivatBank (in Ukraine).
i.
65.

The Laundering Accounts At PrivatBank Cyprus

To manufacture the documentation necessary to establish the

Laundering Accounts, the UBOs and their agents typically relied on the Cypriot law
firms Marangos & Hadjipapa, LLC (“Marangos & Hadjipapa”) and Andreas
Sofocleous & Co., LLC (“Sofocleous & Co.”) (together, the “Cypriot Law Firms”).
66.

In addition to assisting with account opening documentation, the

Cypriot Law Firms appointed their own employees as officers and directors of many
of the Laundering Entities. In exchange for these services, the Cypriot law firms
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received substantial fees, sometimes paid by Mr. Novikov—the UBOs’ trusted
lieutenant and the “Kolomoisky Treasurer”—using his personal credit card.13
67.

In many instances, the UBOs themselves were expressly identified as

the beneficial owners of the entities holding the Laundering Accounts in the relevant
documentation held at PrivatBank Cyprus.

As indicated above, however,

PrivatBank Cyprus refused to provide customer information to the NBU during
inspections (ostensibly under the guise of Cypriot data protection laws).
68.

According to account documentation at PrivatBank Cyprus, Defendant

Kolomoisky beneficially owns, owned, or held a stake in the following Laundering
Entities: Divot Enterprises Ltd. (“Divot Enterprises”), Effentery Holdings Ltd.
(“Effentery Holdings”), Kadis Holding Ltd. (“Kadis Holding”), Logarinvest Ltd.
(“Logarinvest”), Pavanti Enterprises LLC (“Pavanti Enterprises”), Querella
Holdings Ltd. (“Querella Holdings”), Ralkon Commercial Ltd. (“Ralkon
Commercial”), Remeno Ltd. (“Remeno”), and Telford Investments Ltd. (“Telford
Investments”).

13

The UBOs have close financial and business ties with each of the Cypriot
Law Firms. For example, Andreas Marangos, a name partner of Marangos &
Hadjipapa, owns a stake in Consolidated Minerals Ltd. (“CosMin”), a Jerseyregistered mining company beneficially owned by Defendant Bogolyubov.
Likewise, according to a 2016 annual report for AS PrivatBank, Andreas Sofocleous,
the name partner of Sofocleous & Co., is a stockholder of AS PrivatBank along with
the UBOs. And the Marangos firm was located in the same building as PrivatBank
Cyprus in Limassol, Cyprus.
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69.

Likewise, according to account documentation at PrivatBank Cyprus,

Defendant Bogolyubov beneficially owns, owned, or held a stake in the following
Laundering Entities: Bonique Ltd. (“Bonique”), Chemstar Products LLC;14 and
Palmary Enterprises Ltd. (“Palmary Enterprises;” formerly Consolidated Minerals
Ltd.).
70.

Per account documentation at PrivatBank Cyprus, the UBOs together

beneficially own, owned, or held stakes in the following Laundering Entities:
Adelain Ltd. (“Adelain”), Alexton Holdings Ltd. (“Alexton Holdings”), Arran
Continental S.A. (“Arran Continental”), Barat Enterprises S.A. (“Barat
Enterprises”),

Blisont Capital Corp. (“Blisont Capital”), Brotstone Ltd

(“Brotstone”), Cameas Development Ltd. (“Cameas Development”), Couttenmax
Holdings Ltd. (“Couttenmax Holdings”), Dalcom Consulting Ltd. (“Dalcom
Consulting”), Demelza Holdings Ltd. (“Demelza Holdings”), Dolemia Consulting
Ltd. (“Dolemia Consulting”), Eurotyre S.A. (“Eurotyre”), Ferrost LLC (“Ferrost”),
Haftseek Investments Ltd. (“Haftseek Investments”), Geveld Holdings Inc.
(“Geveld Holdings”), International Port Services Group (“International Port”),
Kadis Holding Ltd. (“Kadis Holding”), Larabay Ltd. (“Larabay”), Locken Corp.
(“Locken”), Nuwell Commercial Ltd. (“Nuwell Commercial”), Polistex Enterprises

14

Chemstar Products is a Delaware limited liability company and one of the
Defendant Delaware Entities.
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Ltd. (“Polistex Enterprises”), Pricehill Overseas S.A. (“Pricehill Overseas”),
Privateast8 Ltd. (“Privateast8”), Profetis Enterprises Ltd. (“Profetis Enterprises”),
Quadco Investments Ltd. (“Quadco Investments”), Revelio Holdings Ltd. (“Revelio
Holdings”), Rexand Ventures Ltd. (“Rexand Ventures”), Romastar Holding Ltd.
(“Romastar Holding”), Rosmore Consulting Ltd. (“Rosmore Consulting”), Rotex
Holdings Ltd. (“Rotex Holdings”), Rougella Properties Ltd. (“Rougella
Properties”), Solmex LLC (“Solmex”), Sonerio Holdings Ltd. (“Sonerio Holdings”),
Stretting Investments Ltd. (“Stretting Investments”), Sunbass Holdings Ltd.
(“Sunbass Holdings”), Tamora Trading Ltd. (“Tamora Trading”), Terminal
Logistics Alliance Corp. (“Terminal Logistics”), Tinola Commercial Ltd. (“Tinola
Commercial”), Unimain Holdings Ltd. (“Unimain Holdings”), Visic Investments
Ltd. (“Visic Investments”), and ZAO Ukrtransitservice Ltd. (Nevis) (“ZAO
Ukrtransitservice”).
71.

Even though the Laundering Entities had billions of dollars moving in

and out of their accounts, in reality, the entities had no business, assets, operations,
or employees and were shell entities deployed for money laundering purposes.
72.

A rotating group of repeat players, operating under the direction of the

UBOs, constantly appeared as the authorized persons, founders, managers, directors,
nominees, and beneficial owners of dozens of Laundering Entities and Laundering
Accounts.
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ii.
73.

The Laundering of Funds

Once the illegitimate Optima Scheme Loan was approved, the loan

recipient would draw down on the loan proceeds. The loan proceeds would then be
immediately split among several Laundering Accounts, and then funneled through a
dozen or more other Laundering Accounts, only to be routed back together and
ultimately disbursed to an Optima Conspirator.

This entire process would

sometimes occur within a very short period of time (i.e., at times within minutes),
and was intended to disguise the origin, nature, ownership, control, and destination
of the loan proceeds so that the UBOs could ultimately acquire assets in the United
States for their own and their co-conspirators’ benefit.
74.

The movement of funds was highly complex and highly coordinated.

Given the size, scope, and nature of the scheme, which on any given day involved
hundreds of transfers of funds to hundreds of Laundering Accounts within minutes,
the money laundering transactions relied on a highly sophisticated process.
C.

Step 3: Misappropriation and Use of the Loan Proceeds

75.

After the Optima Scheme Loan proceeds had been laundered through

the maze of Laundering Accounts, the proceeds would be recombined or otherwise
funneled into one last Laundering Account, also beneficially owned and/or
controlled by, or affiliated with, one or both of the UBOs.
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76.

The Optima Scheme Loan proceeds were then transferred to a person

or entity situated in the United States but acting under the direction, control, and for
the benefit of the UBOs (“U.S. Conspirator”). Of course, the loan documentation
did not authorize the funds to be laundered to a U.S. Conspirator; the loan proceeds
were supposed to be used by the borrower for general corporate financing or other
ostensibly proper purposes. The U.S. Conspirator would in turn, under the direction,
control, and for the benefit of the UBOs, then invest the misappropriated loan
proceeds in commercial real estate and metallurgical assets located throughout the
United States.
D.

Step 4: Fraudulent Concealment/Loan Recycling

77.

Eventually, the initial loan taken out by the UBOs’ controlled and/or

owned entity would become due. To give the false appearance that the loan was
paid off, the UBOs would cause PrivatBank Ukraine to issue new loans to other
entities controlled and/or owned by the UBOs, the proceeds of which would be used
to pay down the original loans plus accrued interest. To disguise the origin of the
funds, the UBOs and their conspirators again used Laundering Accounts—funneling
the newly issued loan proceeds through dozens of such accounts before ultimately
depositing funds in the initial borrower’s account to purport to satisfy the preexisting loan obligation.
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78.

In effect, the UBOs utilized a Ponzi-type scheme: old loans issued by

PrivatBank would be “repaid” (along with the accrued interest) with new loans
issued by PrivatBank, and those new loans issued by PrivatBank would then be
repaid with a new round of loans. The UBOs and their co-conspirators continuously
carried out this process to conceal their frauds. Thus, proceeds from new PrivatBank
loans were used to give the appearance that the initial PrivatBank loans (along with
the accrued interest) were repaid by the borrower when in fact there was no actual
repayment.
79.

Meanwhile, as detailed below, over a roughly ten-year period, the

UBOs were able to launder hundreds of millions of dollars of misappropriated
PrivatBank loan proceeds to the Optima Conspirators—each transfer of which
constituted at least wire fraud, unjust enrichment, and fraudulent transfers.
IV.

THE UBOS EXERCISED COMPLETE CONTROL OVER OPTIMA
CONSPIRATORS
80.

The UBOs are no strangers to U.S. litigation, having been involved in

several § 1782 proceedings and in commercial disputes involving their United States
assets. In connection with these litigations, the UBOs have gone through great
lengths to conceal their ownership and control over U.S. assets.
81.

For example, the UBOs and Korf were involved in litigation in West

Virginia concerning Felman Production, LLC (“Felman Production”)—a Delaware
limited liability company wholly owned by Georgian American Alloys and
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indirectly owned by the UBOs and Korf. Korf also serves as the President and Chief
Executive Officer of Felman Production.

Felman Production produces

ferrosilicomanganese at a plant in New Haven, West Virginia, and is a sister
company to Felman Trading.
82.

In April 2011, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of West

Virginia found that Felman Production was under the direct control of the UBOs,
Mr. Martynov, and Mr. Korf, among others at PrivatGroup.15 The West Virginia
Federal Court also found that the UBOs and their agents had demonstrated “an
extreme lack of candor” with the court, had misled the court, had filed frivolous
motions, and had “permanently destroyed evidence material to this case.”
83.

Much of this misconduct occurred in response to the opposing party’s

efforts to discover documents relevant to Felman Production’s ownership structure.
Despite the fact that Felman Production had “actively concealed its relationship with
Privat[Group],” the Court determined that the UBOs and their agents at PrivatGroup
were “the controlling entity with respect to all decisions relating to Felman.”
84.

The Court’s conclusions with regard to the UBOs’ control of Felman

Production is bolstered by a series of emails in 2008 between the Felman Production
plant manager, Steven Pragnel, and a PrivatGroup manager, Katiana Vatutina. Ms.

15

Felman Product, Inc. v. Industrial Risk Insurers, 2011 WL 4547012
(S.D.W.Va. Sept. 29, 2011).
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Vatutina informed Mr. Pragnel that he was to report to Defendant Bogolyubov, and
Mr. Pragnel replied, “I work for [Defendant] Bogolyubov and as such I will of course
commit myself to any path that he or the Company sees fit.”
85.

Due to the pervasive and egregious nature of the discovery misconduct,

the Court entered the ultimate sanction against Felman Production – dismissal of its
cause of action with prejudice.16
86.

The level of control exercised by the UBOs over Felman Production is

consistent with the UBOs’ control and oversight over the other Optima Conspirators.
Indeed, on information and belief, every strategic undertaking by the Optima
Conspirators (including real estate acquisitions, investment decisions, budget
planning, major capital improvements, etc.) required the approval of either or both
of the UBOs or of the “Kolomoisky Treasurer”, Mr. Novikov, on their behalf.
87.

In 2011, one of the UBOs’ most-trusted conspirators and agents within

the Shadow Bank, Timur Novikov, prepared a “know your customer” email detailing
the UBOs’ various U.S. holdings at the time. Novikov explained that the UBOs
“controlled real estate investment company Optima Ventures LLC,” a Delaware
limited liability company, which “owns mainly office buildings in Ohio, Kentucky,

16

In August 2013, Felman Production laid off 100 workers and then, on
December 21, 2015, it laid off an additional 115 workers.
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Texas.” According to the email, through Defendant Optima Ventures, the UBOs
“controlled” the following properties:
 One Cleveland Center, a 31-story office building in Cleveland, Ohio, which
is the fifth tallest skyscraper in Cleveland;
 55 Public Square, a 22-story skyscraper in Cleveland, Ohio;
 The Huntington Bank Building, a high-rise office building with more than 30
acres of floor space in Cleveland, Ohio;
 The former CompuCom Systems world headquarters and an adjacent vacant
lot in Dallas, Texas;
 Penton Media Building, now known as the AECOM Building, a 21-story
commercial high-rise building in Cleveland, Ohio;
 The former Motorola Campus, a sprawling corporate campus originally built
by Motorola in 1997 for $100 million in Harvard, Illinois; and
 Stemmons Tower, an approximately 100,000 square foot commercial office
building in Dallas, Texas.
88.

According to the same email, as of 2011, the UBOs “controlled

metallurgical assets,” as follows:
 Felman Production Inc., a Delaware entity that operates a ferroalloys plant
located at 4442 Graham Station Road, Letart, WV 25253;
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 Felman Trading Inc., a New Jersey entity that is the sole trader and distributer
of the ferroalloys produced by Felman Productions, CC Metals and Alloys,
and a Georgian entity called Georgian Manganese, LLC;
 Warren Steel Holdings LLC, a Delaware entity that owned and operated a
steelmaking facility located at 4000 Mahoning Avenue, Warren, OH 44483;
 Steel Rolling Holdings Inc., a Delaware entity that owned and operated the
Detroit Cold Rolling Facility located at 28000 W. Jefferson Street, Gibraltar,
MI 48173;
 CC Metals and Alloys, LLC, a Delaware entity that owns and operates a
ferrosilicon production plant located at 1542 North Main Street, Calvert City,
KY 42038; and
 Michigan Seamless Tube, LLC, a Delaware entity that owns and operates a
seamless cold-drawn pipe and tube production facility located at 400
McMunn Street, South Lyon, MI 48178.
V.

EXAMPLES OF THE OPTIMA SCHEMES
89.

What follows are examples of the fraudulent schemes devised and

utilized to facilitate the Optima Schemes. These transactions have been identified
through a multi-year examination of account statements and other banking records
and supporting documents (such as credit files and “know your client” files) at
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PrivatBank Ukraine and PrivatBank Cyprus.17 Additional discovery, including from
the Optima Conspirators, is likely to produce, among other things, additional
examples of misappropriated proceeds. For ease of reference, the transfers are
organized by U.S. Conspirator (i.e., the recipient of the proceeds) and
chronologically.
90.

On information and belief, none of the loans associated with these

transactions were ultimately repaid by any sources other than recycled PrivatBank
loans (i.e., by new loans issued by the bank, to repay the existing loans). In addition,
with respect to each transfer, the Optima Conspirator provided no consideration (let
alone reasonably equivalent consideration) to PrivatBank in exchange for the
misappropriated loan proceeds.
A.

Optima Ventures LLC

91.

Defendant Optima Ventures is two-thirds owned by the UBOs, one-

third owned by Mr. Korf, and managed on a day-to-day basis by Korf’s brother-inlaw, Chaim Schochet.
92.

Through Optima Ventures, the UBOs, Korf, and Schochet, and their

related property management company, Optima Management Group, established

17

The approach of identifying the origin of funds and following value through
the myriad transactions involved in the Optima Schemes is applied herein to support
PrivatBank’s claims for equitable relief, among other things, including its requests
for constructive trust.
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Delaware limited liability companies as special purpose vehicles to acquire
commercial real estate in Ohio, Illinois, and Texas through the use of the loan
proceeds misappropriated from PrivatBank.
93.

Through this fraudulent scheme, the UBOs acquired the following

properties in Cleveland, Ohio:
 One Cleveland Center: This property is located at 1375 East 9th Street,
Cleveland, Ohio 44114. It was purchased for $86.3 million on May 15, 2008
through Optima One Cleveland Center, LLC, and later transferred to Optima
1375 LLC and then Optima 1375 II, LLC.
 55 Public Square, Cleveland, Ohio 44113: This property was purchased on
July 29, 2008 for $34 million through Optima 55 Public Square, LLC.
 Huntington Building:

This property is located at 925 Euclid Avenue,

Cleveland, Ohio 44115. It was purchased in June 14, 2010 for $18.5 million
through Optima 925, LLC.
 AECOM/Penton Media Building: This property is located at 1300 East 9th
Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. It was purchased in August 16, 2010 for $46.5
million through Optima 1300, LLC.
 Crowne Plaza Building: This property is located at 777 St. Clair Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio 44114. It was purchased in October 7, 2011 through Optima
777, LLC. The deal was done through a joint venture with Denver-based Sage
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Hospitality Group, and the two invested $9 million in the acquisition. In 2014,
the Crowne Plaza Building was substantially remodeled and rechristened as
the Westin Hotel.
94.

Through these acquisitions, Optima Ventures became the largest holder

of commercial real estate in Cleveland.
95.

During the same time period, Optima Ventures—and its affiliate

Optima International—acquired large commercial real estate assets outside of Ohio,
including the 2008 purchase of the 1.5 million square foot former Motorola
manufacturing facility in Harvard, Illinois; the 2008 purchase of the 100,000 square
foot Stemmons Tower in Dallas, Texas; the 2010 purchase of the former CompuCom
headquarters in Dallas Texas; and the 2011 purchase of PNC Plaza for $77 million
in Louisville, Kentucky.
96.

As indicated in a 2011 email from the UBOs’ agent to UBS Bank—

which was prepared under the direction of the UBOs’ trusted lieutenant and the head
of the Shadow Bank, Timur Novikov—the UBOs “controlled” Optima Ventures and
“controlled … One Cleveland Center, 55 Public Square, The Huntington Bank
Building, [the former] CompuCom World Headquarters Campus, Penton Media
Building, the [former] Motorola Campus in Harvard[, Illinois], [and the] Stemmons
Tower, etc.”
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97.

The Optima Schemes included at least the following fraudulent

misappropriation schemes.

Unless otherwise indicated, each of the identified

entities was owned and/or controlled by, or affiliated with, the UBOs, and
PrivatBank received no consideration or collateral in exchange for the transfers.
i.

98.

March 2008: $7.6 Million Misappropriated For Stemmons
Tower

On March 12, 2008, Demeter Diversified LLC (“Demeter

Diversified”), a Delaware limited liability entity formed by Cypriot Law firm
Sofocleous & Co. and ultimately owned or controlled by the UBOs,18 drew down
$200,000 from PrivatBank Ukraine under a letter of credit. The funds were then
comingled with $7.4 million in funds from other sources that, upon information and
belief, also were associated with PrivatBank loan proceeds, and were laundered in
eighteen transactions involving six Laundering Accounts, including Defendant
Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises, Logarinvest, Ralkon Commercial, and Pavanti
Enterprises.

18

Demeter Diversified LLC (“Demeter”) is a shipping company that ships
ferromanganese for Felman Trading. Demeter’s sole initial member, Menelaos
Sazos, is a known business associate of the UBOs and was the registered owner of
100% of the statutory capital of Fransiano Investments Limited—an entity through
which the UBOs indirectly owned interests in PrivatBank. The nominal subsequent
owner of Demeter Diversified—Olena Kravchenko—has served as a member of the
supervisory board or audit committee of multiple entities owned and controlled by
the UBOs and has acted as the UBOs’ nominee beneficial stockholder.
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99.

On May 23, 2008, upon information and belief, the UBOs and their co-

conspirators used Pavanti Enterprises to misappropriate the combined $7.6 million
of loan proceeds by transferring that amount into the U.S. to Benchmark Title
Services for the purchase of the Stemmons Tower building at 8777 North Stemmons
Freeway in Dallas, Texas on behalf of Optima Stemmons. Optima Ventures is
identified as Optima Stemmons’ governing organization, and Mr. Korf serves as
Optima Ventures’ President.
ii.

April 2008: $36.1 Million Misappropriated For One Cleveland
Center

100. On April 29 and 30, 2008, ZFZ VAT and NZF VAT,19 two Ukrainian
entities owned or controlled by, and/or affiliated with, the UBOs, drew down $2.7
million and $4.3 million in loan proceeds from PrivatBank Ukraine. The purpose of
the loans was “financing of current business activities of the entity.” On April 30,
2008, Bocatoro Enterprises Ltd. (“Bocatoro Enterprises”), a Cypriot entity owned or
controlled by, and/or affiliated with, the UBOs, drew down $40 million in loan
proceeds from PrivatBank Cyprus for “replenishment of floating assets for payments
according to contracts, including purchase of shares.”
101. However, the loan proceeds were not used for their stated purposes.
Instead, the loan proceeds were combined with funds from other sources linked to

19

ZFZ VAT stands for Joint Stock Company Zaporizhzhia Ferroalloy Plant
and NFZ VAT stands for Joint Stock Company Nikopol Ferroalloy Plant.
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the UBOs (which upon information and belief originated from other PrivatBank
loans) and laundered in forty-two transactions through fifteen Laundering Accounts,
including the accounts of Defendant Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises, Ralkon
Commercial, and Pavanti Enterpirses, as well as Defendant Bogolyubov’s Bonique,
and UBOs’ Blisont Capital and Brotstone accounts. On information and belief, the
UBOs and their co-conspirators used Pavanti Enterprises to misappropriate and
transfer a combined $36.1 million (at least $9 million of which came from the April
29 and 30 loans) into the U.S. to the Multi-State Title Agency Ltd. to fund the
acquisition of One Cleveland Place through Optima One Cleveland Center for
Optima Ventures.
iii.

June 2008: $12.9 Million Misappropriated For 55 Public
Square

102. On June 27, 2008, Pivd GZK VAT,20 a Ukrainian entity owned or
controlled by, and/or affiliated with the UBOs, drew down UAH 136.1 million from
PrivatBank Ukraine for “[f]inancing of current business activities of the entity.”
However, these loan proceeds were not used for that purpose.
103. Instead, the loan proceeds were comingled with funds from other
sources and laundered in thirty-one transactions through ten Laundering Accounts
at PrivatBank Cyprus, including Defendant Kolomoisky’s Pavanti Enterprises.

20

Pivd GZK VAT stands for Joint Stock Company Southern Mining Factory.
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Thirty-six minutes after Pavanti Enterprises received 12.9 million in laundered loan
proceeds, upon information and belief, the UBOs and their co-conspirators used
Pavanti Enterprises to misappropriate and transfer the $12.9 million into the U.S. to
Fidelity National Title Insurance to purchase 55 Public Square in Cleveland for
Optima 55 Public Square.
iv.

December 2010: $15.2 Million Misappropriated For Property
In Dallas, Texas

104. Between December 8 and December 22, 2010, OGZK VAT, SZF
VAT,21 and ZFZ VAT, three Ukrainian entities owned or controlled by, and/or
affiliated with, the UBOs, drew down $25 million, $58 million, and $10 million from
PrivatBank Ukraine, respectively. The loan agreements provided that the proceeds
were for “financing of current business activities of the entity,” but the proceeds did
not go to that use.
105. Instead, the proceeds were laundered in thirty-two transactions
involving eleven Laundering Accounts, including Defendant Kolomoisky’s
Logarinvest and Pavanti Enterprises and Defendant Bogolyubov’s Chemstar
Products (a Delaware LLC).

21

OGZK VAT refers to Open Joint Stock Company Ordzhonikidze Mining
Factory, currently known as Public Joint Stock Company Pokrovsky Mining
Factory. SZF VAT refers to Open Joint Stock Company Stakhanov Ferroalloy Plant,
currently known as Public Joint Stock Company Stakhanov Ferroalloy Plant.
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106. On December 22, 2010, upon information and belief, the UBOs and
their co-conspirators used Pavanti Enterprises to misappropriate and transfer $15.2
million of the loan proceeds to Optima Ventures’ U.S. bank account to acquire the
former CompuCom Systems Headquarters property and an adjoining vacant lot
located at 7505 Forest Lane in Dallas, Texas through Optima 7171, a Delaware
subsidiary of Optima Management Group.
v.

February 2011: $25 Million Misappropriated For “Optima ECommerce and Financing”

107. On February 24, 2011, OGZK VAT and NZF VAT, two Ukrainian
companies owned or controlled by, and/or affiliated with, the UBOs, drew down $40
million and $11.7 million, respectively, from PrivatBank Ukraine. According to the
documentation for each loan, the proceeds were to be used for the “financing of
current activities.” However, the loan proceeds were not used for that purpose.
108. Instead, within just over an hour, the misappropriated proceeds were
laundered in six transactions through four Laundering Accounts, including
Defendant Bogolyubov’s Chemstar Products (a Delaware LLC) and Defendant
Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises, Kadis Holding, and Pavanti Enterprises. Fourteen
minutes later, upon information and belief and to be confirmed through discovery,
the UBOs and their co-conspirators used Pavanti Enterprises to misappropriate and
launder $25 million worth of those loan proceeds into the U.S. by transferring those
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proceeds to Optima Ventures under the guise of an investment into “Optima ECommerce and financing.”
109. Optima E-Commerce LLC (“Optima E-Commerce”) is a Delaware
limited liability company established on December 10, 2010. It has no online
profile.
vi.

September 2011: $15.6 Million Misappropriated For Purchase
of PNC Plaza & Crowne Plaza Hotel

110. On September 19, 2011, three Ukrainian entities owned or controlled
by, and/or affiliated with, the UBOs, drew down $11.1 million, $3.7 million, and
$12.8 million, respectively. Each loan agreement provided that the proceeds were
for “financing of current business activities.” However, the proceeds were not used
for the stated purpose.
111. Instead, the proceeds were laundered in twenty-five transactions
involving eight Laundering Accounts, including Defendant Bogolyubov’s Chemstar
Products, Defendant Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises, Kadis Holding, Pavanti
Enterprises, and Logarinvest, as well as the UBOs’ Arran Continental and Locken.
112. Upon information and belief, the UBOs and their co-conspirators used
Defendant Kolomoisky’s Pavanti Enterprises to misappropriate and transfer $15.6
million of those loan proceeds into the U.S. to the bank account of Optima Ventures
for the October 2011 acquisition of the 472-room Crowne Plaza hotel (subsequently
renamed the Westin Cleveland Hotel) and parking garage at 777 St. Clair Avenue in
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Cleveland, Ohio. Likewise, upon information and belief, on September 21, 2011,
the UBOs and their co-conspirators used misappropriated loan proceeds from
PrivatBank to acquire the PNC Plaza building at 500 West Jefferson Street in
Louisville, Kentucky though Optima 500.
vii.

August/September 2013: $2.4 Million Misappropriated For
Investment At Westin Cleveland Hotel

113. On August 28, 2013, Ukrainian entity NZF VAT drew down a
combined $15 million in proceeds from two PrivatBank Ukraine loans. NZF VAT
was to use the loan proceeds for “[f]inancing of current business activities of the
entity.” However, the loan proceeds were not used for this purpose.
114. Rather, the proceeds were laundered in three transactions involving the
Laundering Accounts of Defendant Bogolyubov’s Chemstar Products and
Defendant Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises, Kadis Holding, and Pavanti Enterprises.
Upon information and belief, the UBOs and their co-conspirators used Pavanti
Enterprises to misappropriate and transfer at least $2.4 million of those loan
proceeds to Optima Ventures’ U.S. bank account to refurbish the Westin Cleveland
Hotel.
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viii.

Additional Acquisitions By Optima Ventures During This Time
Period

115. In addition, on June 14, 2010, Optima 925, LLC (“Optima 925”), a
Delaware subsidiary of Optima Management Group, acquired the Huntington
Building at 924 Euclid Avenue in Cleveland, Ohio for $18.5 million.
116. At this stage, PrivatBank has not directly reconciled misappropriated
loan proceeds with this additional acquisition. Formal discovery, however, is
reasonably likely to reveal evidence to show that these additional acquisitions were
financed through funds misappropriated from PrivatBank.
B.

Optima Acquisitions, LLC

117. Optima Acquisitions is a Delaware limited liability company owned in
thirds by Defendant Bogolyubov, Defendant Kolomoisky, and Defendant Korf.22
The UBOs used Optima Acquisitions as the primary vehicle to invest
misappropriated loan proceeds into U.S. metallurgical assets. At times, Optima
Acquisitions made these investments through its wholly-owned subsidiaries, Optima
Specialty and Steel Rolling.

22

As stated in Mr. Korf’s 2016 sworn declaration submitted in a bankruptcy
proceeding, Optima Specialty “is wholly-owned by Optima Acquisitions, LLC, a
privately-owned U.S.-based investment firm. The equity of Optima Acquisitions,
LLC, is owned directly or indirectly by three individuals: Mordechai Korf (33%),
Gennadiy Bogolyubov (33%) and Igor Kolomoisky (33%).”
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118. Optima Specialty was formed in Delaware on June 25, 2008 to invest
misappropriated loan proceeds in the U.S. steel industry under the day-to-day
management of Mr. Korf, who served as the Chairman of its Board. It acquired
multiple steel production facilities on behalf of Defendant Bogolyubov, Defendant
Kolomoisky, and Defendant Korf.23
119. Steel Rolling was incorporated in Delaware on May 22, 2006. On May
25, 2006, Steel Rolling acquired the 600,000-square-foot Detroit Cold Rolling
Facility, in Gibraltar, Michigan, for $20 million and operated the plant from 2009
until March 2015, when it sold the plant to Ferragon Steel Rolling for an undisclosed
sum.
120. The Optima Schemes included at least the following fraudulent
misappropriation schemes.

Unless otherwise indicated, each of the identified

entities were owned and/or controlled by, or affiliated with, the UBOs and
PrivatBank received no consideration in exchange for the transfers:

23

Optima Specialty and its subsidiaries, Michigan Seamless Tube and Pipe
(“Michigan Seamless”), Niagara LaSalle Corporation (“Niagara LaSalle”), Corey
Steel Company (“Corey Steel”), Kentucky Electric Steel (“Kentucky Electric”),
filed for bankruptcy in 2016. On November 16, 2017, these entities emerged from
bankruptcy, under new ownership, as Specialty Steel Works Inc.
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i.

June 2008: $74.5 Million Misappropriated For Acquisition Of
Michigan Seamless

121. On June 26, 2008, Centaura Trading, a Cypriot entity owned or
controlled by, and/or associated with, the UBOs and formed by Sofocleous & Co.,
drew down $28 million from PrivatBank Cyprus for “replenishment of floating
assets for payment for shares according to contracts including # CB-23/07 dd
24/06/2008 with company Brimmilton.” On the same day and the following day,
Apriori TOV and LVIV Chemical Plant, two Ukrainian entities owned or controlled
by, or affiliated with, the UBOs, drew down a total of UAH 230 million and $1.5
million in loan proceeds from PrivatBank. The proceeds were intended to be used
for “financing current activities.” However, none of the entities used the proceeds
for the stated purposes.
122. Instead, between June 26 and 27, 2008, the misappropriated proceeds
were laundered in twenty-eight transactions involving the PrivatBank Ukraine and
PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of sixteen Laundering Entities, including Defendant
Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises, the UBOs’ Barat Enterprises, Blisont Capital, and
Brotstone, and Halliwel Assets (another entity beneficially owned by the UBOs).
123. On June 27, 2008, on information and belief, the UBOs and their coconspirators used Halliwel Assets to misappropriate and transfer $29.5 million of
those loan proceeds along with an additional $45 million of further misappropriated
loan proceeds (at least $74.5 million in total) into the U.S. to Metal Resources LLC
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for the July 2008 acquisition of Michigan Seamless and its 320,000 square foot
facility in South Lyon, Michigan, from Atlas Holdings LLC for Optima Specialty.24
ii.

March 2011: $188.1 Million Misappropriated To Acquire Steel
Assets

124. On March 14, 2011, Marganetsky GZK VAT,25 NZF VAT, SZF VAT,
and ZFZ VAT, four Ukrainian companies owned or controlled by, and/or affiliated
with, the UBOs, drew down a combined $187 million from PrivatBank Ukraine.
According to the documentation for each loan, the proceeds were to be used by the
borrowers for “financing current activities.” However, the loan proceeds were not
used to finance any of the four entities’ current activities.
125. Rather, within approximately five hours, the misappropriated proceeds
were laundered in twenty-four transactions involving seven Laundering Accounts,
including Defendant Bogolyubov’s Chemstar Products (a Delaware LLC) and
Defendant Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises and Pavanti Enterprises. Next, upon
information and belief, the UBOs and their co-conspirators used Pavanti Enterprises

24

Michigan Seamless is a manufacturer of high-quality carbon and alloy
seamless cold-drawn tube and pipe for a variety of different key industries including
aerospace, mining, construction, automotive and agriculture. It is capable of
producing 40,000 tons of pipe and tube, annually. In October 2014, Michigan
Seamless acquired the rights to the Blue Diamond brand of A106 seamless pressure
pipes and became the sole domestic producer of this specialty pipe to the North
American Steel Market.
25
This refers to Open Joint Stock Company Marganets Ore Enrichment
Plant, currently known as Public Joint Stock Company Marganets Ore Enrichment
Plant.”
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to misappropriate and transfer to the U.S. the $187 million of loan proceeds along
with an additional $1.1 million of further misappropriated loan proceeds (at least
$188.1 million in total) to Optima Group LLC, an affiliate of Optima Acquisitions.
The proceeds were used to acquire CC Metals and Alloys LLC (CC Metals) and its
facility in Calvert City, Kentucky on behalf of Optima Acquisitions, and Defendant
Korf was appointed President and Chief Executive Officer of CC Metals. CC Metals
was the largest producer and supplier of high-grade ferrosilicon to the North
American Steel Industry.26
iii.

February 2013: $20 Million Misappropriated To Support
Acquisition Of Kentucky Electric

126. On February 4, 2013, Defendant Veroni Alloys (an Oregon entity) drew
down $20 million in loan proceeds from PrivatBank Cyprus, ostensibly for the
replenishment of floating assets and for payments under contracts. However, the
proceeds were not used for that purpose.
127. Instead, the funds were laundered in seventeen transactions through 12
Laundering Accounts, including Defendant Kolomoisky’s Logarinvest, Divot
Enterprises, Telford Investments, and Pavanti Enterprises. On information and

26

In April 2011, the Optima group of companies commenced a corporate
restructuring, pursuant to which a 100% interest in CC Metals, among other
ferroalloys assets, was transferred to Georgian American Alloys (a Delaware
Corporation). The UBOs are the ultimate beneficial owners of Georgian American
Alloys, and Defendant Korf serves as a Director.
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belief, the UBOs and their co-conspirators then used Pavanti Enterprises to
misappropriate and transfer the $20 million in loan proceeds to the U.S. bank account
of Optima Acquisitions for the acquisition of KES Acquisition Company d/b/a
Kentucky Electric—a 450,000 square foot steel mill located in Ashland, Kentucky—
for Optima Specialty (a wholly owned subsidiary of Optima Acquisitions).27
iv.

Additional Acquisitions by Optima Acquisitions

128. On December 6, 2011, Optima Specialty acquired the Niagara
LaSalle—including its five specialty steel production facilities in Buffalo, New
York; Hammond, Indiana; Midlothian, Texas; South Holland, Illinois; Griffith,
Illinois; and Warren, Michigan—from New York private equity firm Kohlberg &
Co. LLC for $236.1 million.28 Mr. Korf was the Chief Executive Officer of each
facility. According to Korf’s sworn declaration submitted in connection with a
bankruptcy proceeding, the Niagara acquisition was funded by debt and “an

27

Mr. Korf was the Chief Executive Officer, Director, and Chairman of the
Board of Optima Specialty. According to Korf’s 2016 sworn declaration he
submitted in connection with a bankruptcy proceeding, Optima Specialty acquired
KES Acquisition Company through debt and “an additional contribution of capital
from its corporate parent and indirect shareholders for $20 million” and other
sources of funds. Additionally, as noted above, Kentucky Electric emerged from
bankruptcy in 2017 under new ownership.
28

In July 2014, Niagara LaSalle sold the operating and commercial assets of
its Griffith facility to PTC Alliance and ceased its operations in Griffith. In August
2015, Niagara LaSalle closed its Buffalo facility and terminated 49 employees due
to “persistent challenging market conditions.”
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additional contribution to capital from its corporate parent and indirect shareholders
of $85,000,000.” The “corporate parent” is a reference to Optima Acquisitions.
129. In early 2015, Optima Acquisitions’ subsidiary, Optima Specialty,
acquired Corey Steel, a 380,000 square foot steel plan in Cicero, Illinois, for $43.5
million.29
130. At

this

stage,

PrivatBank

has not yet directly reconciled

misappropriated loan proceeds to these additional acquisitions. Formal discovery,
however, is reasonably likely to reveal evidence to show that these additional
acquisitions were financed through funds misappropriated from PrivatBank.
C.

Warren Steel Holdings—June 2013: $4.5 Million Misappropriated
For Use By Warren Steel Holdings

131. Warren Steel Holdings (“Warren Steel”) was incorporated in Delaware
on November 19, 2001 and equally owned by Defendant Bogolyubov, Defendant
Kolomoisky, and a third individual, through their joint ownership of Halliwel Assets.
132. Warren Steel ran a steel plant in Warren, Ohio.

It shut down

temporarily on November 30, 2015, but then made the shutdown permanent and
terminated 162 workers on January 9, 2016 due to “business circumstances.”
133. The Optima Schemes included at least the following fraudulent
misappropriation. Unless otherwise indicated, each of the identified entities were

29

As noted above, Corey Steel emerged from bankruptcy under new
ownership in 2017.
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owned and/or controlled by the UBOs, and PrivatBank received no consideration in
exchange for the misappropriated loan proceeds.
134. On June 25, 2013, Bolroot Commercial Ltd. (“Bolroot Commercial”),
another Cypriot entity formed by Cypriot Law Firm Sofocleous & Co. and owned
or controlled by, and/or associated with, the UBOs, drew down $66.6 million in loan
proceeds from PrivatBank Cyprus for “replenishment of floating assets for payments
according to contracts, including for purchase of shares.” However, the proceeds
were not used for this purpose.
135. Instead, $500,000 of the proceeds were comingled with other funds,
derived upon information and belief from further PrivatBank loans, and laundered
in 12 transactions involving seven Laundering Accounts, including those of
Defendant Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises and Logarinvest, before a total of $4.5
million arrived in the account of Defendant Kolomoisky’s Querella Holdings. The
UBOs and their co-conspirators then used Querella Holdings to misappropriate and
transfer the combined $4.5 million in loan proceeds to the U.S. bank account of
Warren Steel Holdings.
D.

Optima International of Miami, Inc.

136. Optima International of Miami, Inc. is owned equally by Defendant
Korf and the UBOs, and is a parent company of Optima Ventures. From 2008
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through 2012, Optima International received approximately $50 million in
misappropriated loan proceeds.
137. The Optima Schemes included at least the following fraudulent
misappropriation schemes.

Unless otherwise indicated, each of the identified

entities were owned and/or controlled by, or affiliated with, the UBOs and
PrivatBank received no consideration in exchange for the misappropriated loan
proceeds:
i.

August 2008: $16.5 Million in Misappropriated Proceeds Used
To Acquire Motorola Campus in Harvard, Illinois

138. On August 1, 2008, Avias VTF TOV and Akvalayf TOV, two
Ukrainian entities owned or controlled by, and/or associated with, the UBOs, drew
down $60 million and $46.5 million from PrivatBank Ukraine, respectively. Both
loan agreements provided that the proceeds were to be used for the borrowers’
“financing of current business activities of entity.” However, the proceeds were not
used for this purpose.
139. Instead the proceeds were laundered in sixty-three transactions through
a maze of the PrivatBank Ukraine and PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of thirty-one
Laundering Accounts, including the accounts of Defendant Kolomoisky’s Ralkon
Commercial, and UBOs’ Alexton Holdings, Blisont, Brotstone, Cameas
Development, Couttenmax Holdings, Demelza Holdings, Dolemia Consulting,
Geveld Holdings, Polistex Enterprises, Profetis Enterprises, Quadco Investments,
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Revelio Holdings, Romastar Holding, Rosmore Consulting, Rougella Properties,
Sonerio Holdings, Stretting Investments, and Tinola Commercial. Within hours of
the loan proceeds being reaggregated into Defendant Kolomoisky’s Pavanti
Enterprises, upon information and belief, the UBOs and their co-conspirators used
Pavanti Enterprises to misappropriate and transfer at least $16.5 million of these
proceeds into the U.S. to the First American Title Insurance Company to purchase
the 1.5 million square foot former Motorola Campus at 2001 N. Division Street in
Harvard, Illinois, on behalf of Optima International.30
ii.

September 2009: $12.5 Million in Misappropriated Proceeds
Transferred to Optima International

140. On September 28, 2009, NZF VAT, a Ukrainian company owned or
controlled by, and/or associated with, the UBOs, drew down $30 million in loan
proceeds from PrivatBank Ukraine. According to the loan documentation, the
proceeds were to be used for the borrower’s “financing current activities.” However,
the loan proceeds were not used to finance NZF VAT’s current activities.
141. Rather, within just over an hour, the proceeds were laundered through
three Laundering Accounts, including Defendant Bogolyubov’s Chemstar Products
(Delaware LLC) and Defendant Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises. Six minutes after

30

The Motorola Campus was sold at online auction in 2016 after Optima
allowed the property to fall into disrepair and failed to pay property and utilities bills
and a private equity group in Chicago secured a tax lien on the property.
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reaggregating the proceeds into an account in the name of Ravenscroft Holdings Ltd.
(“Ravenscroft Holdings”), the UBOs and their co-conspirators misappropriated at
least $12.5 million of those loan proceeds by transferring them from Ravenscroft
Holdings to the U.S. bank account of Optima International.31
iii.

December 2009: $7.1 Million in Misappropriated Proceeds
Transferred to Optima International

142. On December 24 and 25, 2009, Dailing TOV, a Ukrainian entity owned
or controlled by, and/or associated with, the UBOs, drew down UAH 155.6 million
in loan proceeds from PrivatBank Ukraine for the borrower’s “financing of current
business activities.” However, the proceeds did not go to that purpose.
143. Rather, the proceeds were laundered in six transactions involving four
Laundering Accounts and combined with other funds derived, upon information and
belief, from additional PrivatBank loans, before $7.1 million of the loan proceeds
were aggregated in Ravenscroft Holdings. Less than one minute after Ravenscroft
Holdings received the funds, the UBOs and their co-conspirators misappropriated at

31

The corporate paperwork of Ravenscroft Holdings contains multiple
indications that the UBOs ultimately owned and controlled the entity. Like many of
the UBOs’ other shell entities involved in the money laundering schemes,
Ravenscroft Holdings was incorporated by one of the UBOs’ Cypriot law firms of
choice—Sofocleous & Co. Additionally, one of the directors of Ravenscroft
Holdings—Christina Michaelidou—was also a director or beneficiary of twenty-six
other shell entities ultimately beneficially owned by Defendant Kolomoisky.
Moreover, the purported owner of Ravenscroft Holdings—Tetyana Akimova—has
played an active and longstanding role in business activities carried out for the
benefit the UBOs and has served as their nominee beneficial stockholder.
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least $7.1 million of these loan proceeds by transferring them from Ravenscroft
Holdings to the U.S. account of Optima International.
iv.

February 2011: $9.1 Million in Misappropriated Proceeds
Transferred to Optima International

144. On February 3, 2011, Dniproazot OJSC, a Ukrainian entity owned or
controlled by, and/or associated with, the UBOs, drew down $24.4 million in loan
proceeds from PrivatBank Ukraine.

The loan proceeds were to be used for

“financing of current business activities” of the borrower, but did not go to that
purpose.
145. Instead, the proceeds were laundered through two Laundering
Accounts to the account of Ravenscroft Holdings.

The UBOs and their co-

conspirators then misappropriated at least $9.1 million of those loan proceeds by
transferring them from Ravenscroft Holdings to the U.S. account of Optima
International.
v.

February 2012: $1.1 Million in Misappropriated Proceeds
Transferred to Optima International

146. On February 24, 2012, Densitron Enterprises Ltd. (“Densitron
Enterprises”)—an entity owned or controlled by, or affiliated with, the UBOs—and
the UBOs’ Arran Continental drew down $56.4 million and $71 million in loan
proceeds from PrivatBank Cyprus. According to the loan documentation, Densitron
Enterprises was to use the loan proceeds for “replenishment of floating assets for
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payment according to contracts, including for shares.” Arran Continental was to use
the loan proceeds for “replenishment of floating assets for payment according to
contracts, including for ferro alloys.” The proceeds were not used for the stated
purposes.
147. Instead, the proceeds were combined and laundered in seven
transactions

involving

five

Laundering

Accounts,

including

Defendant

Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises and Pavanti Enterprises. On the same day that
Pavanti Enterprises received the funds, the UBOs and their co-conspirators
misappropriated at least $1.1 million of the loan proceeds by transferring them from
Pavanti Enterprises to the U.S. account of Optima International.
E.

Additional Potentially Laundered Funds To Optima Conspirators

148. In addition to the transactions identified above, another $170+ million
in proceeds—potentially originating from misappropriated PrivatBank loans—were
transferred to the Optima Conspirators. The method by which the funds were
transferred into the United States, as well as other suspicious characteristics, share
the strong indicia of money laundering exhibited in the transfers described above,
including the involvement of many of the same Laundering Accounts. Thus, these
transactions appear to be part of the Optima Schemes.
149. In connection with the specific transfer to the Optima Conspirators, the
related documentation oftentimes refers to the purchase of stock or fees paid under
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a management services agreement. To the best of Plaintiff’s knowledge, the transfer
descriptions are fictitious and were intended to conceal the Optima Schemes, among
other things, and PrivatBank never received any consideration in respect of these
transfers.
i.

September-October 2007: $12 Million Transfer To Optima
International

150. On September 19, 2007, an account at an unknown bank transferred
$400 million to the PrivatBank Cyprus account of Defendant Bogolyubov’s Palmary
Enterprises. On October 19, 2007 an account at the Bank of New York transferred
$2.2 million to the PrivatBank Cyprus account of the UBOs’ Ferrost. On October
22, 2007, $40 million of the proceeds of the transfer to Palmary Enterprises and $2.1
million of the proceeds of the transfer to Ferrost were combined in the PrivatBank
Cyprus account of Defendant Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises. Of these proceeds,
$12 million was transferred on to the PrivatBank Cyprus account of Albroath
International Corp. (“Albroath International”).
151. Albroath International shared a director/stockholder named Savvidis
Neofytos with fourteen other shell entities owned and controlled by one or both of
the UBOs. Another purported owner of Albroath International—Iryna Trykulych—
holds or has held managerial positions at multiple entities owned and controlled by
the UBOs and has acted as a nominee beneficial owner on behalf of the UBOs.
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152. Within just over two hours of having received the $12 million, Albroath
International transferred the entire sum to the U.S. account of Optima International.
In account documentation held at PrivatBank Cyprus, each of the transfers are
described as a series of loan repayments, until Albroath International’s transfer to
Optima International, ostensibly “for PAYMENT FOR THE INSCRIBED
ORDINARY SHARES UNDER CNTR A0-09 DD0.1.10.07.”
ii.

October 2007: $12 Million Transfer To Optima International

153. Between October 19 and 24, 2007, seventeen outside accounts,
including two at AS PrivatBank, transferred a combined $13.2 million to the
PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of four shell entities owned and controlled by the
UBOs. The proceeds of these transfers were then laundered in fifteen transactions
involving the PrivatBank Ukraine and PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of six more shell
entities, including Defendant Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises, Defendant
Bogolyubov’s Bonique, and the UBOs’ Ferrost, Privateast8, Solmex, and Visic
Investments.

Eventually, $12 million was sent to the account of Albroath

International.
154. On October 24, 2007, Albroath transferred the $12 million to the U.S.
account of Optima International, again, “for PAYMENT FOR THE INSCRIBED
ORDINARYSHARES UNDER CNTR A0-09 DD0.1.10.07.”
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155. In multiple instances, transfers were made back and forth between the
same entities before being transferred on towards Albroath.

Moreover, Mr.

Sofocleous, of the Cypriot law firm Sofocleous & Co., and Ms. Hadjipapa and
Christofi Charalambdiou, of the Cypriot law firm Marangos & Hadjipapa, appear in
the corporate paperwork of Crownshill Trading Ltd., a BVI entity whose account
was involved in the laundering process.
iii.

November & December 2007:
Optima International

$10.5 Million Transfer To

156. On December 3, 2007, an outside account transferred $17.2 million to
the PrivatBank Cyprus account of Milbert Ventures, Inc. (“Milbert Ventures”).
Milbert Ventures then transferred $10 million to the PrivatBank Cyprus account of
Albroath International, where $500,000 was added from an unidentified source. Just
over an hour later, Albroath International transferred $10.5 million to the U.S.
account of Optima International, again, “for PAYMENT FOR THE INSCRIBED
ORDINARYSHARES UNDER CNTR A0-09 DD0.1.10.07.”
iv.

August 2009: $1.2 Million Transfer To Optima International

157. On August 20, 2009, two outside accounts transferred a combined $1.3
million to the PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of Demeter Diversified and Plasstex Ltd.
The $1.3 million was then combined in the PrivatBank Cyprus account of Defendant
Kolomoisky’s Logarinvest and then transferred onto Defendant Kolomoisky’s Divot
Enterprises. On August 21, 2009, Divot Enterprises transferred $1.2 million into the
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U.S. to Optima International “for MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT NUMBER
MTPQ/01-2009 DD 23 MARCH 2009.”
v.

May 2010: $7 Million Transfer To Optima International

158. Between May 19 and 28, 2010, three outside accounts, one U.S. bank,
and PrivatBank Cyprus (pursuant to a deposit agreement), transferred a combined
$37.5 million to the PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of four shell entities, including the
UBOs’ Locken account. The proceeds of these transfers were then laundered in
thirteen transactions using seven additional Laundering Accounts, before $7 million
arrived in the account of Ravenscroft Holdings. Within four hours of Ravenscroft
Holdings having received the $7 million, the UBOs and their co-conspirators
transferred the $7 million worth of proceeds from Ravenscroft Holdings to the U.S.
account of Optima International ostensibly for “PURCHASE AND SALE OF
SECURITIES OR-03/10 DD 01.03.10.”
159. In multiple instances, portions of funds in question were transferred in
complete circles.

For instance, funds transferred from Belbay Properties Inc.

(“Belbay Properties”) flowed through Hangli International Holdings, Garstang
Financial Inc., Albroath International, and back to Belbay Properties. Additionally,
Belbay Properties transferred funds to the PrivatBank Cyprus account of its
European affiliate bearing the same name, and the European Belbay Properties
transferred a portion back on the same day.
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vi.

June 2010: $20 Million Transfer To Optima Ventures

160. On June 7, 2010, an outside account transferred $22.6 million and $3.9
million to Defendant Kolomoisky’s Ralkon Commercial. Ralkon Commercial then
transferred $26.5 million through the PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of three shell
entities, including Defendant Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises, Kadis Holdings, and
Pavanti Enterprises. Within one hour of the arrival of the funds into Pavanti
Enterprises, the UBOs and their co-conspirators used Pavanti Enterprises to transfer
$20 million to the U.S. bank account of Optima Ventures ostensibly for “PAYMENT
ACC TO LOAN AGR.DD 08.06.2010.”
161. One week later, on June 14, 2010, upon information and belief, the
UBOs and their co-conspirators used at least $18.5 million of the laundered proceeds
related to these transfers to acquire the Huntington Building in Cleveland Ohio
through Optima Ventures and Optima 925.32
vii.

July - August 2010: $22.5 Million Transfer To Optima
Ventures For One Cleveland Center Refinancing & Penton
Building Acquisition

162. Between July 30 and August 12, 2010, two outside accounts, one
United States based correspondent bank and a Ukrainian account, transferred a
combined $26.8 million to the PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of three shell entities,

32

After Defendants allowed the Huntington Building to fall into disrepair
and it became nearly entirely vacant, Defendants sold the building in June 2015 for
$22 million.
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including the UBOs’ Locken. The proceeds of these transfers were then laundered
in seventeen transactions involving eight additional Laundering Accounts, including
the accounts of Defendant Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises and Pavanti Enterprises,
and the UBOs’ Larabay, and Pricehill Overseas.

Within thirty minutes of

reaggregating the funds into Pavanti Enterprises, the UBOs and their co-conspirators
used Pavanti Enterprises to transfer $22.5 million of these proceeds to the U.S.
account of Optima Ventures, ostensibly “FOR ONE CLEVELAND CENTER
REFINANCING AND PENTON BUILDING ACQUISITION.”
163. At one point in the laundering process, funds were transferred in a loop
from Carnton Commercial Ltd. (“Carnton Commercial”), through four other
PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of shell entities, and then back to Carnton Commercial,
before heading onwards towards Defendant Kolomoisky’s Pavanti Enterprises.
164. On August 16, 2010, and upon information and belief, the UBOs and
their co-conspirators used the $22.5 million in proceeds to purchase the AECOM
Building, formerly known as the Penton Media Building, located at 1300 East 9th
Street in Cleveland, Ohio, through Optima 1300.33

33

The AECOM Building was purchased by the New Jersey-based real estate
company Rugby Realty in June 2018 for $38 million—after Defendants’
mismanagement resulted in high levels of vacancy.
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viii.

August 2010: $1.5 Million Transfer To Optima International

165. On August 6, 2010, outside accounts transferred a combined $89.7
million to the PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of Defendant Kolomoisky’s Effentery
Holdings and Ralkon Commercial. Then, a portion of the proceeds was laundered
through the PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of four shell entities, before $14 million of
the proceeds arrived in the account of Defendant Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises.
Within thirty minutes of Divot Enterprises having received the $14 million, the
UBOs and their co-conspirators used Divot Enterprises to transfer $1.5 million of
the proceeds into the U.S. account of Optima International ostensibly for
“MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT NUMBER MTPQ/01-2010.”
ix.

August 2010: $5.4 Million Transfer To Optima International

166. On August 9, 2010, an outside account transferred $10.1 million to the
account of Claresholm Marketing, a BVI entity owned or controlled by, and/or
affiliated with, the UBOs.

On August 13, 2010, Claresholm Marketing then

transferred $5.4 million to Ravenscroft Holdings, which, in turn transferred $5.4
million into the U.S. account of Optima International ostensibly for an
“AGREEMENT OF PURCHASE AND SALE OF SECURITIES OR-07/10 DD
JULY15, 2010.”
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x.

November 2010: $4.5 Million Transfer To Warren Steel

167. Prior to November 17, 2010, an unverified source transferred funds to
a PrivatBank account for Ukrtatnaft TPPK PAT, the UBOs’ entity, and the
PrivatBank Cyprus account of Brimmilton.34 The proceeds of these transfers were
then laundered in nine transactions involving the PrivatBank Ukraine and
PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of six shell entities, including Defendant Kolomoisky’s
Divot Enterprises, and the UBOs’ Halliwel Assets. Halliwel Assets then transferred
$4.5 million of these proceeds into the U.S. account of Warren Steel ostensibly for
“CONTRIBUTION TO THE SHARE CAPITAL ACC. TO THE RESOLUTION
FROM 09/01/08.”
xi.

February 2011: $1.2 Million Transfer To Optima Acquisitions

168. Between January 11 and February 11, 2011, outside accounts
transferred a combined $22.8 million to the PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of three
shell entities, including the account of the UBOs’ Unimain Holdings. The proceeds
of these transfers were then laundered in eight transactions involving five
Laundering Accounts, including Defendant Kolomoisky’s Pavanti Enterprises. On
February 17, 2011, Pavanti Enterprises transferred $1.2 million of these proceeds to

34

The purported owner of Brimmilton—Yulia Likhacheva—has played an
active and longstanding role in business activities carried out for the benefit of the
UBOs and has served as their nominee beneficial owner.
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the U.S. account of Optima Acquisitions ostensibly “FOR REFINANCING OF OA
FEES AS PER LOAN AGREEMENT DD 14.02.2011.”
xii.

May 2011: $1.5 Million Transfer To Optima International

169. On May 16 and 17, 2011, outside accounts transferred a combined $8.5
million to the PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of the UBOs’ Arran Continental and
Locken. The proceeds of these transfers were then laundered in four transactions
involving the PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of Defendant Kolomoisky’s Logarinvest
and Divot Enterprises, and the UBOs’ Haftseek Investments. Twenty-two minutes
after the funds were aggregated into the account of Haftseek Investments, the UBOs
used Haftseek Investments to transfer the $1.5 million in proceeds to the U.S.
account of Optima International ostensibly for “MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT
NUMBER MPTQ/01-2010 DD 14 APRIL 2011.”
xiii.

December 2011: $58 Million Transfer To Optima Acquisitions

170. On June 2, 2011 and November 29, 2011, two outside accounts
transferred EUR 14 million and USD 15.5 million to the PrivatBank Cyprus
accounts of two shell entities. Those proceeds of these transfers were then laundered
in seventeen transactions involving eleven Laundering Accounts, including
Defendant Kolomoisky’s personal account and the accounts of Kolomoisky’s Divot
Enterprises, Kadis Holdings, Remeno, and Pavanti Enterprises. Pavanti Enterprises
then transferred those proceeds (after combining with other funds) to the U.S.
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account of Optima Acquisitions ostensibly for “PAYMENT ACCORDING TO
LOAN AGREEMENT.W/N DATED 01/12/2011.”
171. On information and belief, on December 6, 2011, less than one week
after $58 million had been transferred to Optima Acquisitions, the UBOs and their
co-conspirators used the proceeds of these transfers to acquire the Niagara LaSalle
building though Optima Acquisitions.35
xiv.

July 2012: $5.6 Million Transfer To Optima International

172. Between July 10 and 23, 2012, ten outside accounts and the PrivatBank
Ukraine account of TD DNIPRO PLAST Ltd. transferred a combined $39.5 million
to the PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of seven shell entities. The proceeds of these
transfers were then laundered in twenty-one transactions involving nine additional
Laundering Accounts, including Defendant Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises,
Pavanti Enterprises, and the UBOs’ ZAO Ukrtransitservice. On July 24, 2012,
Pavanti Enterprises transferred $5.6 million of these funds to the U.S. account of
Optima International ostensibly for “PAYMENT ACCORDING TO LOAN
AGREEMENT W.N DATED 03/04/2012.”

35

As noted above, Niagara LaSalle emerged from bankruptcy under new
ownership in 2017.
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xv.

September 2012: $6.7 Million Transfer To Felman Trading

173. Between September 14 and 19, 2012, three outside accounts transferred
a combined $11.7 million to the PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of the Claresholm
Marketing, a BVI entity owned or controlled by the UBOs, and the UBOs’ Locken.
The proceeds of these transfers were then laundered in six transactions involving
four Laundering Accounts, including Defendant Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises
and Defendant Bogolyubov’s Chemstar Products (a Delaware LLC).
174. On September 20, the UBOs used Chemstar Products to transfer $6.7
million of the proceeds to the U.S. account of Felman Trading.
xvi.

December 30, 2013: $5 Million Transfer To Optima Ventures

175. On December 27, 2013, an AS PrivatBank account under the name of
Stalmag SP ZOO transferred $5.3 million to the PrivatBank Cyprus account of
Mexirom Ventures Ltd. The proceeds of these transfers were laundered through the
PrivatBank Cyprus accounts of Birgminton Investing Inc. (“Birgminton
Investing”)36 and Defendant Kolomoisky’s Divot Enterprises and Pavanti
Enterprises. On December 30, 2013, Pavanti Enterprises transferred $5 million of
these proceeds to the U.S. account of Optima Ventures ostensibly for “PAYMENT

36

The purported owner of Birgminton Investing—Pavlo Rzhevskiy—has
played a longstanding active role in business activities carried out for the benefit of
the UBOs and has served as their nominee beneficial owner.
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ACCORDING

TO

LOAN

AGREEMENT

DATED

23/02/2011

AND

SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT DD 06/12/13.”
*

*

*

176. As set forth above, based on information analyzed to date, Defendants
laundered approximately $622.8 million worth of fraudulently obtained loan
proceeds into the Optima Conspirators, including $188.1 million to Optima Group,
$162.3 million to Optima Ventures, $153.7 million to Optima Acquisitions, $103
million to Optima International, $9 million to Warren Steel Holdings, and $6.7
million to Felman Trading. PrivatBank received no consideration in exchange for
these transfers and the loans associated with the transfers were not repaid in full.
VI.

FRAUDULENT CONCEALMENT / THE LOAN RECYCLING
SCHEMES
177. As mentioned above, to sustain and conceal the Optima Schemes, the

UBOs, the Shadow Bank, and their conspirators devised and deployed loan recycling
transactions whereby the UBOs caused PrivatBank to continuously issue new loans
to entities owned or controlled by the UBOs, the proceeds of which were then used
to purport to pay off the earlier existing loans plus accrued interest. Thus, while it
appeared as if PrivatBank’s corporate loan book was adequately performing, in
reality the loans were not actually being paid off. They were simply recast as new
loans to other UBO-controlled entities.
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A.

The Recycling Schemes Utilized to Conceal the Optima Schemes

178. The loan recycling schemes utilized to conceal the Optima Schemes
involved the issuance of large loans that were systematically provided to the UBOs’
Ukrainian (and Cypriot) entities, which oftentimes had limited, if any, prior
transaction history and few tangible assets. The funds from these loans were, in part,
channeled through shell accounts at PrivatBank Ukraine and the Laundering
Accounts at PrivatBank Cyprus and used to “repay” the previously issued
illegitimate loans.
179. The loan recycling transactions involved a network of shell entity
accounts at both PrivatBank Ukraine and PrivatBank Cyprus. The UBOs and their
co-conspirators controlled the shell entity accounts and used them over a long period
of time to disguise the ultimate destination of the proceeds and to hide the fact that
loan proceeds were used to repay existing loans and to further enrich the UBOs. The
UBOs and their co-conspirators also used the shell entities to mask the
misappropriation of loan proceeds on a periodic basis. The shell entities used for
loan recycling had no immediately identifiable proper business or operations
whatsoever and did not appear to transact with any other parties other than other
shell entities. The UBOs’ shell entities engaged, as explained in more detail below,
predominantly in “throughput” transactions. All significant fund receipts were
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moved swiftly on to accounts held by other UBO shell entities, with no apparent
economic rationale or consideration.
180. The loan recycling transactions maintained the illusion that the loan
portfolio was legitimate and properly-performing, when in reality it was similar to a
Ponzi scheme designed to conceal and sustain the ongoing fraud. PrivatBank’s
ability to continue bringing in new money from external sources was key to the
continuation of the recycling schemes.
181. There were numerous instances where the total value of the loans repaid
in one particular month was identical to the value of the new loans issued in that
month, which suggested that all of the new loan proceeds in those months were in
fact used to repay loans previously issued by PrivatBank. Within these months,
loans were issued and repaid on specific days and on certain days numerous loans
were issued with the apparent sole purpose of repaying other loans.
182. To maintain the recycling scheme, the UBOs and their co-conspirators
disguised the origin and destination of loan funds ultimately used to repay
outstanding loans. Looking at only one transaction in isolation from the chain of
transactions, an independent person could be led to believe that the transaction
related to a bona fide transaction. However, when looked at as a whole, it becomes
clear that the transactions were simply a part of the recycling schemes.
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B.

Shell Entities Involved In The Recycling Schemes

183. From January 2006 through December 2016, the total movement of
funds (credits) into the UBOs’ Laundering Accounts at PrivatBank Cyprus was $470
billion, which amounts to approximately double the Gross Domestic Product of
Cyprus during the same period. Further details on shell entities involved in the
recycling scheme are provided below.
Companies With The Largest Value of Transactions With Other Accounts at
PrivatBank Cyprus

Shell Entity

Brimmilton Limited
Divot Enterprises
Limited
Birgminton Investing
Inc.
Albroath
International Corp.
Grammel Holdings
Inc
Hangli International
Holdings Limited
Carnton Commercial
Ltd
Halefield Holdings

27.61

27.62

Receipts
Payments to from other
other
accounts
PrivatBank at
Cyprus
PrivatBan
accounts as k Cyprus
% of total
as % of
payments
total
receipts
96
96

25.23

25.2

98

98

16.78

16.68

95

95

16.52

16.54

94

94

15.59

15.23

93

91

13.71

13.86

96

97

11.34

11.35

95

95

10.41

10.29

92

91

Total
Total paid
received
to other
from other
PrivatBan
PrivatBank
k Cyprus
Cyprus
customers
customers
(USD
(USD
Billion)
Billion)
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Shell Entity

Limited
Craentex Investments
Ltd
Crispex Inc
Ravenscroft Holdings
Ltd
Bonham Business
Corp
Rossyn Investing
Corp.
Logarinvest Limited
Brotstone Ltd
Newell Industries
Limited
Ballioti Enterprises
Ltd
Hetterington Group
Ltd
Kalten Trade S.A.
Bonique Limited
Total 20 Largest

C.

Total
Total paid
received
to other
from other
PrivatBan
PrivatBank
k Cyprus
Cyprus
customers
customers
(USD
(USD
Billion)
Billion)

Receipts
Payments to from other
other
accounts
PrivatBank at
Cyprus
PrivatBan
accounts as k Cyprus
% of total
as % of
payments
total
receipts

9.3

9.23

96

96

8.42

8.42

97

98

5.63

5.66

99

99

5.57

5.74

85

88

5.05

7.1

50

67

4.72
4.42

4.77
4.34

95
93

96
91

4.18

4.33

90

93

4.16

4.13

99

98

4.13

3.89
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74

3.89
3.59
200.25

5.08
3.58
203.04

30
98

38
98

Examples of Loan Recycling Utilized in the Optima Schemes

184. The following are illustrative of the Loan Recycling Schemes related
to the Optima Schemes.
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i.

Recycling Example 1: September Through October 2009

185. Between September 28 and October 19, 2009, multiple PrivatBank
Ukraine accounts of NZF VAT drew down a combined UAH 351.2 million in loan
proceeds from new PrivatBank Ukraine loans. The proceeds from these new loans
were to be used for “general corporate financing” of NZF VAT. However, the
proceeds did not go to this purpose.
186. Rather, $10.7 million in proceeds from three loans drawn down by a
PrivatBank Ukraine NZF VAT account was combined with: (i) $7.4 million in
proceeds from two loans drawn down from a second PrivatBank Ukraine NZF VAT
account; (ii) $12.8 million in proceeds from a loan drawn down by a third PrivatBank
Ukraine NZF VAT account, and (iii) $4.7 million in funds from outside accounts.
The total combined funds from these sources was $35.6 million.
187. Between September 29 and October 27, 2009, $34.7 million from these
combined funds was transferred—in fourteen separate transactions—to “repay”
three prior PrivatBank Ukraine loans to NZF VAT. The prior loans had been drawn
down by NZF VAT, funneled through multiple Laundering Accounts, and ultimately
transferred by Ravenscroft Holdings to the U.S. account of Optima International on
September 28, 2009.
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188. Thus, while it appeared that the initial PrivatBank Ukraine loans to NZF
VAT had been repaid from funds from that entity, in reality funds came from newly
issued loans by PrivatBank Ukraine.
ii.

Recycling Example 2: March 2011

189. On March 4, 2011 a PrivatBank Ukraine account of NZF VAT drew
down UAH 71.3 million in loan proceeds from a new PrivatBank Ukraine loan. The
proceeds from this new loan were to be used for “general corporate financing” of
NZF VAT. However, the proceeds did not go to this purpose. Rather, $9 million of
the new proceeds were immediately transferred to a second NZF VAT account at
PrivatBank Ukraine, and then transferred on the same day back to PrivatBank
Ukraine to pay down an earlier loan taken out by NZF VAT. That prior loan had
been drawn down by NZF VAT and the proceeds were transferred through multiple
PrivatBank Cyprus shell accounts, and ultimately were transferred by Defendant
Kolomoisky’s Pavanti Enterprises to the U.S. account of Optima Ventures on
February 24, 2011.
190. Thus, while it appeared that the initial PrivatBank Ukraine loans to NZF
VAT had been repaid from funds from that entity, in reality the funds came from
newly issued loans by PrivatBank Ukraine.
191. Each of the above recycling schemes was intended to give the
appearance that the initial PrivatBank loans were repaid by the indebted entities
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when, in fact, the UBOs and their co-conspirators were using proceeds from new
PrivatBank loans to fund these repayments.
VII. NBU IS FORCED TO NATIONALIZE PRIVATBANK
192. In October 2016, after an initial period of inspection, the NBU
commenced a further inspection of PrivatBank to monitor the bank’s capital
position. Although the UBOs continued to actively conceal their long-running
frauds, the NBU became concerned that many corporate loans appeared to be
inadequately collateralized, among other things, and/or made to entities affiliated
with the UBOs.
193. In the following months, the NBU engaged in repeated efforts to
stabilize PrivatBank—all while PrivatBank was still under the direction and control
of the UBOs. Despite repeated assurances from the UBOs that the corporate loan
book would be restructured to address the NBU’s concerns, PrivatBank, under the
direction of the UBOs, failed to take necessary action.
194. In December 2016, PrivatBank experienced a sharp decline in liquidity
and the NBU declared PrivatBank insolvent. In the following days, the Ukrainian
State took the necessary steps to nationalize PrivatBank to protect PrivatBank’s 20
million customers and “preserv[e] the stability of the financial system” in the
country. This process culminated later in December 2016, when liabilities owed to
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certain creditors were bailed-in and the shares in PrivatBank were sold to the
Ukrainian State (the Ministry of Finance of Ukraine) for UAH 1.
195. Following nationalization, PrivatBank’s recapitalization was carried
out through the contribution of Treasury bonds on behalf of the Ukrainian State. As
a direct result of the UBOs’ loan misappropriation and recycling schemes, including
but not limited to those used to facilitate the Optima Schemes, PrivatBank suffered
substantial losses.
VIII. THE CORRUPT ENTERPRISE
196. As described above, the Defendants formed a fraudulent enterprise that
was made up of the following persons and entities: the Defendant UBOs who
orchestrated and directed the overall scheme; the Shadow Bank (with Timur
Novikov) which helped to implement, facilitate, and conceal the scheme; the Cypriot
lawyers who helped to form and operate the various shell entities (and the bank
accounts at PrivatBank Cyprus) instrumental to the money laundering and
obfuscation of the transfer of funds; Korf, Laber, and Schochet who acted as the
UBOs’ trusted lieutenants in the United States to carry out the Optima Schemes, and
the Defendant Delaware Entities and Defendant Non-Delaware Entities—owned
and controlled by the UBOs—which were specifically established to participate in
the fraud and knowingly received the misappropriated loan proceeds and invested
them in U.S. companies and real estate assets throughout the United States for the
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benefit of the UBOs and their co-conspirators. Each was instrumental to the
fraudulent enterprise. The Optima Schemes required all entities within the enterprise
to work together and could not have been accomplished without the enterprise.
197. As described in more detail below, the Defendants committed multiple
violations of law in connection with these schemes, including, money laundering
and wire fraud in connection with each transfer into and from the Defendant
Delaware Entities and Defendant Non-Delaware Entities.
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
For Unjust Enrichment
(All Defendants)
198. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation above as if
fully set forth herein.
199. Defendants were unjustly enriched when they retained funds
fraudulently obtained from Plaintiff.
200. Defendants were enriched by receipt of funds obtained from
PrivatBank under false pretenses and transferred to Defendants without
PrivatBank’s knowledge or consent.
201. Plaintiff was impoverished by the transfer of loaned funds from its
creditors to Defendants.
202. Plaintiff was further impoverished by the use of its loaned funds by
Defendants for unauthorized purposes.
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203. Plaintiff’s impoverishment was effectuated and furthered by
Defendants’ enrichment, including because Defendants’ enrichment scheme was
intended to launder and conceal Plaintiff’s loaned funds.
204. Plaintiff was further impoverished by the retention of its loaned funds
by Defendants.
205. Plaintiff’s impoverishment, as described, was directly related to
Defendants’ enrichment because Defendants’ enrichment scheme directly caused
Plaintiff’s impoverishment.
206. Defendants’ enrichment at Plaintiff’s expense was wholly without
justification because the loaned funds were fraudulently obtained from Plaintiff,
fraudulently transferred to Defendants, and illegally laundered and fraudulently
concealed from Plaintiff and from relevant authorities by Defendants. As outlined
above, Defendants, through a series of fraudulent transfers through shell entities,
used the misappropriated PrivatBank loan proceeds to acquire businesses and assets
in the United States with no intention to return the misappropriated PrivatBank loan
proceeds.
207. As alleged herein, Defendants actively and fraudulently concealed their
unjust enrichment by, among other things, exercising their control over PrivatBank
to prevent discovery of the fraudulent transfers, executing loan documents with
PrivatBank to make the lending of funds appear legitimate, laundering the loaned
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funds through a series of entities, using fraudulently obtained loaned funds to
purportedly “repay” previously fraudulently obtained loaned funds, through a series
of fraudulent transfers, and laundering the funds through real estate transactions.
The Defendants’ fraudulent concealment made it impossible for PrivatBank to
discover the Defendants’ unjust enrichment until PrivatBank was nationalized in late
2016, as a result of which the UBOs were removed from control of PrivatBank and
PrivatBank was able to discover the Defendants’ unjust enrichment following an
extensive investigation over many months to uncover the schemes.
208. Plaintiff has no adequate remedy at law to recover against the
Defendants.
209. Wherefore, Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court grant it an
accounting of the assets of Defendants that are proceeds of the Optima Schemes,
constructive trust over the property of the Defendants including property purchased
and held by the Defendant Delaware Entities with funds received through fraudulent,
illegal, and other unjust means to the impoverishment of the Plaintiff, together with
interest, fees, and costs, as permitted by law, and all other such further relief as the
Court may deem just and proper.
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
For Fraudulent Transfers
(All Defendants)
210. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation above as if
fully set forth herein.
211. The UBOs and their agents created the Defendant Delaware Entities for
the purposes of transferring the misappropriated loan proceeds into those entities so
that U.S. companies and commercial real estate could be acquired for the benefit of
the UBOs and their Optima Conspirators.
212. Plaintiff was a creditor of the UBO-Controlled Loan Borrowers by
virtue of providing corporate loans to those entities. The UBO-Controlled Loan
Borrowers were owned, controlled, and beholden to the UBOs. The UBOs, by virtue
of their control over PrivatBank and the Laundering Entities and Laundering
Accounts, caused the misappropriated loan proceeds to be transferred to the
Defendant Delaware Entities and Defendant Non-Delaware Entities.
213. The UBOs transferred the misappropriated loan proceeds to the
Defendant Delaware Entities and Defendant Non-Delaware Entities with actual
intent to defraud Plaintiff.
214. The UBOs’ transfers of the misappropriated loan proceeds to the
Defendant Delaware Entities and Defendant Non-Delaware Entities were insider and
related party transactions because the UBOs controlled the UBO-Controlled Loan
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Borrowers, the Laundering Accounts and Laundering Entities, and the Defendant
Delaware Entities and Defendant Non-Delaware Entities.
215. The UBOs and their Optima Conspirators endeavored to conceal the
transfers through laundering transactions.
216. The UBOs caused the transfer of the misappropriated loan proceeds to
the Defendant Delaware Entities and Defendant Non-Delaware Entities for no
consideration and no reasonably equivalent value.
217. The UBOs actively and fraudulently concealed the fraudulent transfers
by, among other things, exercising their control over PrivatBank to prevent
discovery of the fraudulent transfers, executing loan documents with PrivatBank to
make the lending of funds appear legitimate, laundering the loaned funds through
the Laundering Accounts and Laundering Entities, and using fraudulently obtained
loaned funds to repay previously fraudulently obtained loaned funds, through the
recycling scheme. The UBOs and their conspirators’ fraudulent concealment made
it impossible for PrivatBank to discover the fraudulent transfers until PrivatBank
was nationalized in late 2016, as a result of which the UBOs were removed from
control of PrivatBank and PrivatBank was able to subsequently discover the
fraudulent transfers through the assistance of an extensive investigation.
218. Plaintiff has no adequate remedy at law to recover against the
Defendants.
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219. Plaintiff seeks imposition of a constructive trust over the assets
purchased with the fraudulently transferred funds.
220. Plaintiff respectfully requests that the court grant it a constructive trust
over the misappropriated loan proceeds that the UBOs fraudulently transferred to
the Defendant Delaware Entities and Defendant Non-Delaware Entities and a
constructive trust over the property purchased with the misappropriated loan
proceeds fraudulently transferred by the UBOs to the Defendant Delaware Entities
or Defendant Non-Delaware Entities, or alternatively damages from the Defendants
in an amount not less than the misappropriated loan proceeds fraudulently
transferred to the Defendant Delaware Entities and Defendant Non-Delaware
Entities and all damages resulting to Plaintiff from the Defendants’ fraudulent
transfers, together with interest, fees, and costs, as permitted by law, and all other
such further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.
221. In addition, Plaintiff is entitled to avoid the fraudulent transfers and to
recover their value from the entities for whose benefit such fraudulent transfers were
made. Plaintiff is entitled to an attachment, injunction, or any other relief the
circumstances may require.
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
For Violations of Ohio Corrupt Practices Act (Ohio R.C. § 2923.32(A)(1))
(Against Individual Defendants and the Ohio RICO Entities)
222. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation above as if
fully set forth herein.
223. Ohio Revised Code § 2923.32(A)(1) provides: “No person employed
by, or associated with, any enterprise shall conduct or participate in, directly or
indirectly, the affairs of the enterprise through a pattern of corrupt activity or the
collection of an unlawful debt.”
224. Ohio Revised Code § 2923.31(C) defines “Enterprise” as “any
individual, sole proprietorship, partnership, limited partnership, corporation, trust,
union, government agency, or other legal entity, or any organization, association, or
group of persons associated in fact although not a legal entity. ‘Enterprise’ includes
illicit as well as licit enterprises.”
225. Ohio Revised Code § 2923.31(E) defines “Pattern of Corrupt Activity
as “two or more incidents of corrupt activity, whether or not there has been a prior
conviction, that are related to the affairs of the same enterprise, are not isolated, and
are not so closely related to each other and connected in time and place that they
constitute a single event.”
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226. The Individual Defendants and the Ohio RICO Entities (together, the
“Ohio RICO Defendants”) are each “persons” as defined under Ohio Revised Code
§ 2323.31(G).
227. The Ohio RICO Defendants are associates and conducted the affairs of
an enterprise or an association in-fact enterprise (“Optima Enterprise”), as defined
by the Ohio Revised Code § 2923.31(C), through a pattern of racketeering.
228. The Optima Enterprise began as early as 2006. From 2006 through the
date of filing this complaint, the Optima Enterprise engaged in a scheme to injure
PrivatBank by, among other things, misappropriating PrivatBank’s funds and using
those misappropriated funds to surreptitiously and unlawfully fund businesses and
assets located in Ohio and throughout the United States. Between 2006 and the date
of filing this complaint, the Ohio RICO Defendants engaged in multiple unlawful
and corrupt activities, as alleged herein, including several transactions where the
Ohio RICO Defendants knowingly conducted or attempted to conduct transactions
by using unlawfully misappropriated proceeds from PrivatBank to purchase real
properties and businesses within Ohio and the United States with the intent to
conceal or disguise the nature, location, source, ownership, or control of the
misappropriated loan proceeds.
229. The Optima Enterprise functioned as a continuous unit, with a
framework for making or carrying out decisions, which was separate and apart from
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the pattern of racketeering activity in which the Optima Enterprise engaged, i.e., the
underlying pattern of related racketeering activity alleged herein and discussed
below. The Defendants Igor Valeryevich Kolomoisky and Gennadiy Borisovich
Bogolyubov controlled the Optima Enterprise by, among other things, directing the
organization, making decisions on behalf of the organization, and directing and
facilitating the underlying misappropriation of funds used to effectuate the Optima
Schemes. Defendants Korf, Schochet, and Laber served as the UBOs’ trusted
lieutenants by executing the UBOs’ instructions and directions in the United States
and abroad.

The Ohio RICO Entities were used to receive the unlawfully

misappropriated loan proceeds and use the misappropriated loan proceeds to
purchase, fund, and take title to the businesses and real properties located in Ohio
and the United States.
230. From at least 2006 and continuing through today, the Ohio RICO
Defendants have conducted and participated in a pattern of corrupt activity (as
defined Ohio Revised Code § 2923.31(I)) to conduct the Optima Enterprise’s affairs
including, among other things:
 violations of Ohio Revised Code §1315.55 by engaging in transactions that
use unlawfully misappropriated loan proceeds from PrivatBank to purchase
businesses and real property in Ohio with the specific intent of concealing the
location, source, ownership, or control of the misappropriated loan proceeds;
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 wire fraud in violation of Ohio Revised Code § 2913.05 and 18 U.S.C. § 1343
by using the telephone and emails to execute or otherwise further the Optima
Schemes of unlawfully misappropriating loan proceeds from PrivatBank and
using those funds to purchase businesses and real properties in Ohio in order
to conceal the location, source, ownership, or control of the misappropriated
loan proceeds;37 and
 violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1956 through the improper transmission of a
monetary instrument or funds across a United States border to promote
unlawful activity including the corrupt acts set forth above, as well as
additional unlawful activity including, but not limited to, the specified
unlawful activity of engaging in an offense with respect to which the United
States would be obligated by a multilateral treaty (e.g., the United Nations
Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime and the Protocols
Thereto (“UNTOC”)), either to extradite the alleged offender or to submit the
case for prosecution, if the offender were found within the territory of the
United States.

37

The Ohio RICO Defendants spoke on the phone and used electronic mail and
U.S. mail regularly to conduct the activities of the Optima Enterprise, causing direct
injury to Plaintiff. The total number of phone calls, e-mails, and mailings, and the
identities of all enterprise members is not yet known, but each such call, e-mail, and
U.S. mailing constitutes a separate mail or wire communication in furtherance of the
Optima Enterprise’s fraudulent scheme.
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231. The pattern of corrupt activity that the Optima Enterprise engaged in
constituted a common course of conduct intended to misappropriate PrivatBank’s
funds and use those misappropriated funds to surreptitiously and unlawfully
purchase businesses and assets located throughout the United States.
232. The pattern of corrupt activity that the Optima Enterprise engaged in
constituted multiple criminal episodes, including to purchase separate and distinct
properties and businesses throughout the United States, in which each scheme’s
proceeds were laundered by the Optima Enterprise as alleged herein.
233. The Ohio RICO Defendants’ unlawful conduct in violation of Ohio
Revised Code § 2923.32(A)(1) has proximately caused and continues to cause
PrivatBank to suffer substantial injuries.
234. These violations caused Plaintiff to suffer direct injury through losses
caused by the Optima Enterprise’s wrongful actions described herein. Plaintiff,
therefore, is entitled to recover from the Ohio RICO Defendants the amount in which
Plaintiff has been damaged, to be trebled in accordance with Ohio Revised Code §
2923.34(E), together with interest and costs of this suit, including reasonable
attorneys’ fees.
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
For Violations of Ohio Corrupt Practices Act (Ohio R.C. § 2923.32(A)(2))
(Against Ohio RICO Defendants)
235. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation above as if
fully set forth herein.
236. Ohio Revised Code § 2923.32(A)(2) provides: “No person, through a
pattern of corrupt activity or the collection of an unlawful debt, shall acquire or
maintain, directly or indirectly, any interest in, or control of, any enterprise or real
property.”
237. The Ohio RICO Defendants acquired and maintain business enterprises
and real property—including the business enterprises and real property described in
paragraphs 87 and 88 above—through a pattern of corrupt activity as alleged herein,
including:
 violations of Ohio Revised Code §1315.55 by engaging in transactions that
use unlawfully misappropriated loan proceeds from PrivatBank to purchase
businesses and real property in Ohio with the specific intent of concealing the
location, source, ownership, or control of the misappropriated loan proceeds;
 wire fraud in violation of Ohio Revised Code § 2913.05 and 18 U.S.C. § 1343
by using the telephone and emails to execute or otherwise further the Optima
Schemes of unlawfully misappropriating loan proceeds from PrivatBank and
using those funds to purchase businesses and real properties in Ohio in order
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to conceal the location, source, ownership, or control of the misappropriated
loan proceeds;38 and
 violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1956 through the improper transmission of a
monetary instrument or funds across a United States border to promote
unlawful activity including the corrupt acts set forth above, as well as
additional unlawful activity including, but not limited to, the specified
unlawful activity of engaging in an offense with respect to which the United
States would be obligated by a multilateral treaty (e.g., the United Nations
Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime and the Protocols
Thereto (“UNTOC”)), either to extradite the alleged offender or to submit the
case for prosecution, if the offender were found within the territory of the
United States.
238. Ohio Revised Code § 2923.34(A) provides a civil remedy for violations
of Ohio R.C. § 2923.32(A)(2).

38

The Ohio RICO Defendants spoke on the phone and used electronic mail and
U.S. mail regularly to conduct the activities of the Optima Enterprise, causing direct
injury to Plaintiff. The total number of phone calls, e-mails, and mailings, and the
identities of all enterprise members is not yet known, but each such call, e-mail, and
U.S. mailing constitutes a separate mail or wire communication in furtherance of the
Optima Enterprise’s fraudulent scheme.
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239. The Ohio RICO Defendants’ unlawful conduct in violation of Ohio
Revised Code § 2923.32(A)(2) has proximately caused and continues to cause
PrivatBank to suffer substantial injuries.
240. These violations caused Plaintiff to suffer direct injury through losses
caused by the Optima Enterprise’s wrongful actions described herein. Plaintiff,
therefore, is entitled to recover from the Ohio RICO Defendants the amount in which
Plaintiff has been damaged, to be trebled in accordance with Ohio Revised Code §
2923.34(E), together with interest and costs of this suit, including reasonable
attorneys’ fees.
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
For Violations of Ohio Corrupt Practices Act (Ohio R.C. § 2923.32(A)(3))
(Against Ohio RICO Defendants)
241. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation above as if
fully set forth herein.
242. Ohio Revised Code Section 2923.32(A)(3) provides: “No person, who
knowingly has received any proceeds derived, directly or indirectly, from a pattern
of corrupt activity or the collection of any unlawful debt, shall use or invest, directly
or indirectly, any part of those proceeds, or any proceeds derived from the use or
investment of any of those proceeds, in the acquisition of any title to, or any right,
interest, or equity in, real property or in the establishment or operation of any
enterprise.”
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243. Defendants Kolomoisky, Bogolyubov, Korf, Schochet, and Laber
knowingly received proceeds derived from a pattern of corrupt activity, as described
above. These defendants knew that the proceeds were derived from a pattern of
corrupt activity because they controlled and directed the pattern of corrupt activity
that the Optima Enterprise engaged in, including the common course of conduct
intended to misappropriate PrivatBank’s funds and use those misappropriated funds
to surreptitiously and unlawfully purchase businesses and assets located throughout
the United States.
244. The Ohio RICO Entities knowingly received proceeds derived from a
pattern of corrupt activity, as described above. These Defendants knew that the
proceeds were derived from a pattern of corrupt activity for reasons including their
control by the UBOs, the lack of any consideration provided for the proceeds, and
their existence as sole purpose entities to launder fraudulently obtained proceeds.
245. The Ohio RICO Defendants used and invested the proceeds knowingly
derived from their pattern of corrupt activity to invest in the acquisition of right, title,
equity, and interest in real property, including the real property described in
paragraph 93 above.
246. The Ohio RICO Defendants used and invested the proceeds knowingly
derived from their pattern of corrupt activity to establish and operate the enterprise,
as alleged herein.
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247. The Ohio RICO Defendants’ unlawful conduct in violation of Ohio
Revised Code § 2923.32(A)(3) has proximately caused and continues to cause
PrivatBank to suffer substantial injuries.
248. The Ohio RICO Defendants’ unlawful conduct in violation of Ohio
Revised Code § 2923.32(A)(3) has proximately caused and continues to cause
PrivatBank to suffer substantial injuries.
249. These violations caused Plaintiff to suffer direct injury through losses
caused by the Optima Enterprise’s wrongful actions described herein. Plaintiff,
therefore, is entitled to recover from the Ohio RICO Defendants the amount in which
Plaintiff has been damaged, to be trebled in accordance with Ohio Revised Code §
2923.34(E), together with interest and costs of this suit, including reasonable
attorneys’ fees.
SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION
For Civil Conspiracy
(Against All Defendants)
250. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation above as if
fully set forth herein.
251. The UBOs combined together to control PrivatBank and defraud and
equitably defraud Plaintiff.
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252. The UBOs combined with the other Individual Defendants, Defendant
Delaware Entities, and Defendant Non-Delaware Entities, to defraud and equitably
defraud Plaintiff.
253. The Defendants combined together and amongst themselves to commit
the illegal acts described herein, including in paragraphs 57 through 197, and
detailed in the counts above.
254. The illegal acts described herein, including in paragraphs 57 through
197, and detailed in the counts above were committed in furtherance of the
conspiracy to defraud and equitably defraud Plaintiff.
255. The illegal acts performed by the conspiratorial combinations of the
Defendants were performed maliciously including because they were performed
purposefully, with no lawful excuse, and to the injury of the Plaintiff.
256. The illegal acts required the combinations of the UBOs, other
Individual Defendants, the Defendant Delaware Entities and the Defendant NonDelaware Entities to successfully defraud and equitably defraud Plaintiff including
because the UBOs needed to combine together to control PrivatBank and the UBOs
needed to combine with Korf, Schochet, and Laber and the Defendant Delaware
Entities and Defendant Non-Delaware Entities to carry out the Optima Schemes.
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257. As a direct and proximate result of the Defendants’ conspiracy to
defraud and equitably defraud Plaintiff, Defendants caused actual damage to
Plaintiff to be proven at trial.
SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
For Alter Ego / Piercing the Corporate Veil
(Against All Defendants)
258. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation above as if
fully set forth herein.
259. The UBOs are the ultimate beneficial owners, controlling stockholders,
and dominant stakeholders of the Defendant Delaware Entities. The UBOs and/or
their agents created the Defendant Delaware Entities for the sole purpose of
implementing and furthering fraudulent and illegal schemes, as described above and
in more detail below.
260. The UBOs utterly dominated the Defendant Delaware Entities to the
extent that the Defendant Delaware Entities had no separate mind, will, or existence
of their own.
261. The UBOs exercised their control over the Defendant Delaware Entities
to implement the fraudulent and illegal schemes perpetuated by the UBOs, including
by laundering the money derived from those fraudulent and illegal schemes into
United States assets and enterprises ultimately owned and controlled by the UBOs.
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262. On information and belief, the Defendant Delaware Entities were
inadequately capitalized to carry on their operations.
263. The Defendant Delaware Entities failed to observe corporate
formalities.
264. The Defendant Delaware Entities acted to siphon the loaned funds from
PrivatBank into assets owned by the UBOs and the UBOs siphoned and diverted
funds and property from the Delaware Defendant Entities for their own use and
benefit.
265. The Defendant Delaware Entities are merely a façade for the operations
of the UBOs—who control the Defendant Delaware Entities and were the controllers
of PrivatBank at the time that they used the Defendant Delaware Entities to
fraudulently and illegally transfer the misappropriated PrivatBank loan proceeds in
the United States.
266. The UBOs should not be allowed to hide behind the Defendant
Delaware Entities to avoid liability for the fraudulent and illegal schemes they
implemented through the Defendant Delaware Entities to siphon, steal, fraudulently
transfer, and illegally launder loaned funds from PrivatBank and that resulted in
injury to the Plaintiff.
267. Wherefore, Plaintiff respectfully request that the court find that the
Defendant Delaware Entities are the alter egos of the UBOs and that any causes of
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actions or relief available against the Defendant Delaware Entities are available
against the UBOs and that the UBOs are joint and severally liable for all damages
awarded to the Plaintiff and against the Defendant Delaware Entities arising from
the allegations and claims set forth above.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for relief and judgment as follows:
A.

Awarding Plaintiff compensatory damages in an amount to be

determined at trial together with pre-and post-judgment interest as provided by law;
or in the alternative providing Plaintiff with restitution;
B.

Awarding Plaintiff statutory damages, including treble damages;

C.

Awarding Plaintiff an accounting of Defendants’ assets derived from

Defendants’ misconduct;
D.

Awarding Plaintiff a constructive trust over the properties and proceeds

derived from Defendants’ misconduct;
E.

Awarding Plaintiff reasonable costs, including attorneys’ fees;

F.

Awarding Plaintiff punitive damages against Defendants for their

willful and fraudulent conduct;
G.

Declaring that Defendants engaged in the unjust enrichment, Ohio

RICO violations, a civil conspiracy, and other misconduct as alleged above; and
H.

Awarding such other relief, including equitable or injunctive relief, as
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is just and proper under the circumstances.
Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Michael A. Barlow
Michael A. Barlow (#3928)
ABRAMS & BAYLISS LLP
20 Montchanin Road, Suite 200
Wilmington, Delaware 19807
Tel: (302) 778-1000
Fax: (302) 778-1001

Of Counsel:
William A. Burck
Alexander J. Merton
QUINN EMANUEL URQUHART &
SULLIVAN, LLP
1300 I Street NW, Suite 900
Washington, DC 20005-3314
Tel: (202) 538-8000
Fax: (202) 538-8100

Attorneys for Joint Stock Company
Commercial Bank PrivatBank

Rollo C. Baker
QUINN EMANUEL URQUHART &
SULLIVAN, LLP
51 Madison Ave., 22nd Floor
New York, New York 10010
Tel: (212) 849-7000
Fax: (212) 849-7100
Dated: May 21, 2019
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